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SCORES OF THOUSANDS OF COAL
MINERS AFFECTED
SUSPENSION
ANTHRACITE

FIELDS

BY

OF

BETS

PENNSYLVANIA

HAVE
VIOLATIONS

Bituminous Section Also Experiences Shut
Down of Many of the
Larger Mines
VOTE MAY SETTLE TROUBLE

Soft Coal Men Will Have Conference With Operators This Week,
Which Is Hoped to Bring About Avoidance of a Strike-H- ard
Coal Situation Is Regarded as More Serious

No Bitterness Shown
Scores of thousands of coal minNew York,
ers quit work today in the anthraAnthracite
April
cite fields of Pennsylvania and in the coal operators believe the suspension
"central competitive fields" of the of work in the hard coal region, which
bituminous portion of the industry. went into effect today, wil not conOfficially the movement is a "sus- tinue long and that the meeting of
pension" of work and whether It is the operators' committee and repreto develop into a widespread strike sentatives of the miners in Philadeldepends upon the putcome of voting phia, April 10 will result in a basis
in the union ranks and of confer- of settlement. This beMef is strengthences between the men and employ- ened, the operators suy, by the fact
that there have been no traces of
ers within the next ten days.
Anthracite men are more appre- bitterness shown on either side.
hensive than their bituminous breth
ren as to the outcome, rnis eonai
50,000 Miners Idle
rion is predicated upon the fact that
1.
The
Columbus, Ohio, April
there is no definite agreement im 50,000 bituminous coal miners in the
mediately in sight for the hard coal southern and eastern mining districts
men, whereas the bituminous confer uf Ohio are idle today. The men
ence at Cleveland adjourned after the will not. return to work unti the commen's representatives had abandoned pletion of the count in the .referen-dupaotlcally all their demands except
vote. Emergency men were left
for increased wages, and on this In the mines, however, to
prevent
point modified their terms consider- damage by water.
ably.
The union men are to take a referMichigan Miners Quit
endum ballot at once as to whether
Detroit, Mich., April - Bituminous
the modified terms for a new wage
coal miners to the number of about
agreement are to be accepted and
are idle in Michigan today.
.",000
there Is a general feeling that the
to
return
wil
a
he
result of the ballot
Real Teat Tomorrow
work.
Philadelphia,
April 1. "Eight hour
Upon the outcome of voting in the
"central competitive field" compris- day" was observed by Pennsylvania
miners today and there was a coming Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois will depend also the basis plete shut down throughout the hard
for new wage scales in other sections coal regions. About 175,000 men are
of the country where the present idle. The real test as to whether
the union's suspension order will be
agreements do not expire until May
1 or later.
Southern and southwest- fully observed will come tomorrow.
ern, mines and the comparatively few The union leaders express confidence
In the Rocky Mountain states are af- in a complete suspension until a
new agreement is reached.
fected by this status of afairs.
West Virginia and Kentucky bituminous fields will not he greatly afCoal Supply is Low
fected unless the present "suspen
Chicago, April 1- .- Forty thousand
sion" becomes a strike.
miners in Illinois are idle today as a
labor predominates in these mines result of the expiration of the wage
and the men, in similar situations in scale agreement at midnight Sunday.
the Industry, have shown a disposi- Operators said the stock of coal tit
tion to continue at work.
the mines and ,yarde of dealers would
Approximately 4,000,000 men are di- not last more than two weeks. All
rectly affected today and some 300,000 the railroads have planned to reduce
more, scattered throughout the coal their service wherever necessary to
dsHricts of the country, are watching make their coar Supply last until
the outcome of the "suspension" for mining operations, are resumed.
its possible effect upon their own
wgaes and working conditions. It
St. Louis Men Raised
probably will be at least 30 days beSt. Louis, April 1. Coal miners of
fore all mines will have resumed, If the Belleville
sutdistriot are today
the referendum votes: and conferenc- celebrating prospects of a
wage ines result favorably, and the last ten crease of
three cents a ton. The indays of that period may present a crease was provided in the settleproblem as to fuel supply to indus- ment
provisionally made recently with
tries of all character.
the Illinois operators. It probably
will be a month before the new
Indiana Mines Deserted
scale is ratified. Under a series of
Indianapolis, Ind., April I, Except agreements extending over several
for a few pumpers and other men years, the miners have received conemployed to keep the properties in cessions until, under the new arshape, the bituminous coal mines of rangement, they will receive 61
Indiana are deserted today and they cents a ton.
will remain idle until the 20,000
There are 20,000
miners in the
miners received notice that the wage Belleville
which embrae- contract agreed to In Cleveland has
been ratified by a referendum vote.
(Continued on Page Four).
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CITY EDITION.

WORK WILL RESUME
Lonaon, Apm l. Aunough me ma
jority of the one milion miners who
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
quit work in March, are waiting the
returns of the ballot on the question
whether they should resume work
Washington, April l Senate: Ad there was today (the sign, welcome
jouraed out of respect for the late to the whole countrv. of coal tuba
Senator R. L. Taylor of Tennessee. running on the
colliery railways. Thus
House: Met at 11 a. m.
far, of the 43,000 votes counted,
Kesuraed debate on wool tariff re more than
25,000 have declared for
vision bill which K will vote on beMISSOURI AT KAN8AS CITY HAS OHIO GOVERNOR
resumption.
SAYS THEY
fore adjournment.
A few factories in some districts,
FLOODED THE ENTIRE
HAVE
POWER
REGUTO
which had hoarded coal, were able
SUFFRAGE VS. MARRIAGE.
BOTTOMS.
LATE BUSINESS.
to reopen as they now are asscred of
San Francisco, April l. Equal suffuture supplies, but others which had
frage for women is largely
no coal In stock as well as some of SAINT
LOUIS
IS
WORRIED HADLEY AND ALDRICH AGREE
for the marked decrease in the
the
bin cotton mills and iron works
number of marriage licenses issued
in Lancashire which have been hithIn California during the month of
erto kept going by the exercise of SEVERAL LEVEES HAVE BROKEN THREE STATE EXECUTIVES FILE
in the opinion of County
March,
the strictest economy, will now he
FORCING FARMERS TO FLEE
BRIEF WITH SUPREME
Clerk Ed Ffund.
forced to shut down for a short time.
TO HIGH GROUND.
COURT.
"Nine thousand wpmen registered
Outside

OF

REACHED BY

RIGHTS OF

Rip

STATES

the ranks of the miners 'there
vote in this county last month but are
more men out of work today
56
only
marriage licenses were is- then there were a week ago, it is GOVERNOR ALDRICH MAROONED
PLIANCE LAWS PUNISHED.
BELIEVE IN AMERICAN PEOPLE
sued here," the clerk said. ''March calculated.
was the dullest month we have had
Santa Fe, N. M., April 1 At the in the
EXECUTIVE OF NEBRA8KA FORC DECLARE
icense bureau for
THEY
marriage
WILL SETTLE
first day's session of the federal court years. And remember, this is leap
ED TO RISK LIFE TO
VEXING STATE AND NAfor New Mexico Judge William H. year, too."
REBELS WOULD USE
TO CAPITAL.
TIONAL PROBLEMS.
Pope fined the Atchison, Topeka &
OXFORD BEATS CAMBRIDGE
Santa Fe railway company on two
AEROPLANES IN WAR Although the situation in most of Washington, April 1. The right of
Putney, England, April 1. Oxford
counts for violating the hours of serthe flood stricken districts was im- a sovereign state to regulate business,
won with the greatest case th?
proved today, high water still pre- including railroads, within Its borvice law and for violation f the safe- today
sixty-nintannual boat race between BUT THE UNITED STATES IN vailed in
many places, and in several ders was the burden of a Drier which
law
on
J4
counts.
The eight-oarety appliance
crews representing
the
TERCEPTS TWO MACHINES
the rivers were reported to have Governors Harmon of
Ohio, Hadley
fine is $100 on each count.
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge
AT JUAREZ
swept ever and broken levees. No of Missouri and Aldrich of Nebraska,
over the usual course on the Thames
loss of life was reported today.
were permitted to file In the supreme
from Putney to Mortlake.
The Dark
t. snorts oi
vtu&uiugion, April
court
m
tne
iybuhus
Missouri
river
(jity,
today as friends of the court.
Blues
finished
six
KILLED IN COURT
lengths ahead of the Mexican rebels to obtain means
reached the danger line of 32 feet
The
plea of the governors, all of
their
for
their
time
the
entire
N.
1.
rivals,
M.,
of
Walter
Kenna,
April
Orr,
enagaging in modern scouting has above low water wark
whom
have
been active in railroad
water
and
the
course
of four miles and a quarter been balked
who formerly owned the townsite of
by the American author! backed
the
Kansas
up
and
legislation
22
river,
litigation, was in the
five
was
seconds.
The
causing
shot
minutes,
being
and instantly killed
Kenna,
ties at ei faso who held up two
it to assume threatening proportions. appeal from United States Circuit
In a Justice of the peace court here weather comtpared unfavorbly even aeroplanes
consigned to the insurrec The Kansas river
west of Kansas Judge Walter Sanborn's decision in
Saturday after a scuffle with Judge with that of Saturday, when both of iub. aimosi every conceivaDie ruse
W. H. Cooper, whom Orr was trying boats were swamped and the contest is being used by the rebels in at City and its tributaries were falling, the Minnesota railroad rate case Inhowever, and although some of the volving the right of a state to reguto whip because he had assessed him was declared to the "no race."
tempts to smuggle arms and ammua fine of five dollars for court con
nition across the border, but so far residents of the lowlands moved r.s a late commerce within its borders.
The three governors were empowprecautionary step, no serious overno large lots hare gone over, accord-nitempt, The judge was slightly injurwas
flow
ered
to act as a committee on state
ed by a bullet grazing his head. Hay-sel- l
expected.
to the war department, reports.
at the conference of governors
In
some
rights
Smith, brother-in-iaof the dead
of
the
The
streams
smaller
ammunition
in
supply of the rebels,
NEW SENATORS ARRIVE
at
man, is accused and under arrest for
Lake, N. Y., last SeptemSpring
railroad
the
Nebraska,
were
is
desay,
reports
bridges
rapidly being
1.
The
Washington, April
and
were
the murder. The shots were fired
ber,
then authorized to
washed
away and railroad traffic was
pleted.
installation of the four new
seek to intervene in the Minnesota
while the court room was crowded
NeGovernor
Aldrich
of
impaired.
senators
from Arizona and
and the constable was pulling Orr off
braska was marooned by high water rate case.
New Mexico
was postponed
Colorado Guard Ready
The controversy In the courts, ac
the judge.
for 24 hours at South Bend and fin
because of the deajth of SenDenver, Colo., April i, Adjutant ally got back to the
to the brief, which was draft
cording
capital
making
by
ator Taylor oi Tennessee, it
General John Chase is hading the his
over a swaying framework ed by Governor Harmon and which
way
rifl
httvfn lir-.senate
tho
imlf
Colorado Nf llotu.l Guard In ra.dlness
PATENT CASE AGAIN.
of railroad ties, all that remained of was immediately vffled with the cnr
would adjourn immediately affor departure to the Mexican border
1.
a bridge, the substructure of which of the court, involved no conflict beThe defeatWashington, April
ter convening at 2 p. m. All
on orders from the war department
tween the states and tne federal aued parties to the "patent monopoly
had
been swept away.
the new senators have arrived
at Washington.
but the more extraordinary
case ' recently decided four to three
thority
The
St.
river
Louis
at
Mississippi
here.
by the supreme court of the United
was practically
Senators-Elecbut at question of whether railroad rights
Catron and
stationary
No German Troops
supercede and dominate state rights.
States, today asked the court to reFall of New Mexico, Smith and
Berlin, April I. A dispatch from Cairo and farther south the stage was The decision of
hear the issue before a full Bench.
Judge Sanborn, the
Ber-erAshurst of Arizona, will be
New York stating that Germany was assuming alarming proportions.
brief contends, took the power of
The United States government joinare
levees
to
sworn into office tomorrow.
have
reported
to
in
land
Mexico
is
preparing
troops
states to regulate railroads from the
ed with a request for permission to
All of them were at the capi-ito- l
denied ait the foreign office here this broken, flooding the lowlands and
states and left the railroads free to
intervene because the case is regardto
to
the
farmers
flee
It.
highforcing
today but their installation
is said by the officials
morning.
whatever rates they please in
ed of the greatest public importance
charge
was deferred.
that there is absolutely no occasion er grounds. Already much damage
their traffic within the states. He
and involves the enforcement of the
has been done in the flooded areas.
took the stand that If a state cannot
t
law.
Sherman
f
(Continued on Page Five)
regulate the railrods within Its borders then there was no power to reg
ulate them at alL '
In conclusion the governors discussed the broad questions of state
commerce end said:
IN THE DARKNESS and"Ininterstate
this, as in all other cases where
Inconvenience arises from the division of powers between state and naMU. TAUPERT WAS ONCE ELECTED A MEMBER OF THE BOAKD OF EDUCATION.
KING-DOHE ATTENDCAPITALISTS OF CZAR'S
tion, the only safe an sure reliance
ED A COUPLE OF MEETINGS AND THEN FOR THE BALANCE OF HIS TERM HE HAD NOTHING TO DO
ARE UP TO SOMETHING
Is In the intelligence, resourcefulness,
WITH THE BOARD.
IS BELIEF
patience and common interest of the
MR. KELLY WAS ALSO ONCE ELECTED A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
HE WAS
American people. They will adjust
NOT
ONLY THAT: THE BOARD PURCHASED SOME SCHOOL FURNITURE
FAITHFUL IN HIS DUTIES.
their business to conditions which rePeking, April 1. The Russo-Asi-a
AND FIXTURES AND HAD TO PAY A LARGE FREIGHT BILL ON THEM.
MR. KELLY
TOOK THE REtic bank handed over today to the sult from the form
r government
CEIPTED BILL TO CHICAGO WITH HIM AND WHEN HE RETURNED HE PRESENTED THE BOARD
of the government at they have themselves adopted and rerepresentatives
A
FOR
THE
FREIGHT
IT
HAD PREVIOUSLY PAID OUT.
CHECK
WITH
Wu Chang 1,500,000 taels, (approxim quire their agents in each branch of it
WHO DESERVES YOUR SUPPORT MORE ON THIS SHOWING
QUESTION:
KELLY OR TAUPERT?
ately $1,105,000) on behalf of the to
harmoniously and heartTHE ONLY WAY, IN WHICH THE CITY CAN OWN ITS SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANT IS BY MAKBelgian syndicate whose representa- ily.
ING AN ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENT ON EVERY FRONT FOOT OF YOUR PROPERTY
OR BY BONDING
tive at Peking says the Chinese gov"Only the short sighted, and they
THE CITY. MR. TAUPERT AND HIS FRIENDS HAVE ANNOUNCED IN A CIRCULARV THAT THEY ARE ernment already has been credited are
relatively few, will believe that
IN FAVOR OF THE CITY OWNING ITS DISPOSAL WORKS.
IF YOU WANT ANOTHER
ASSESSMENT with 5,500,000 taels (approxmlately commerce among the states can gain
OR A BOND ISSUE, VOTE FOR MR. TAUPERT. IF YOU DON'T WANT EITHER OF THESE ADDITIONAL
The opposition to Pre- any real or lasting advantage at the
$3,850,000).
BURDENS VOTE FOR MR. HOSKINS AND HAVE THE CITY SEWAGE PROPERLY
DISPOSED
OF WITHmier Tang Shao Yi appears to be expense of local commerce, ot that
OUT ADDITIONAL COST.
increasing in northern China where local commerce can thrive long, if at
MR. TAUPERT'S CIRCUI.AR CLAIMS THAT HE BUILT THE EIGHTH STREET ROAD.
there is a belief that the
all, from Interference with general
THE STATEMENT IS NOT TRUE IN ANY PARTICULAR.
MR. TAUPERT SHOWED SOME INTERBelgian loan principally is ft Russian commerce, even though, by the inEST IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROAD. SO DID MANY OTHERS.
THE ROAD WAS BUILT BY enterprise, while Russia's reluctance directness of its effect, such interfer
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF 8AN MIGUEL COUNTY, AND EVERYBODYS KNOWS IT. to enter the international group which ence may escape the condemnation
is arranging loans to the Chinese of the law.
MR. TAUPERT WAS INSTRUMENTAL IN HAVING A SIPHON CULVERT PLACED AT THE HEAD
is attributed to its desire
OK SEVENTH STREET AT THE CTY LIMITS.
government
HE WANTED THE ROAD IMPROVED.
THE SIPHON
amendment pro"The fourteenth
not to be hampered In its discussion. tects the
NEVER WORKED.
THE MONEY SPENT THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY WASTED.
rights of carriers from invaMR. TAUPERT AND HIS FRIENDS CLAIM THAT THE TIMBER IS BEING CUT FROM THE WATER-sion under the guise of regulation by
SHED
Dr. Sun Resigns
OF THE GALLINAS AND THE WATER SUPPLY OF THE CITY BEING DAMAGED THEREBY.
either state or nation. It is not alIT IS CERTAINLY A NOVEL PROPOSITION THAT MR. TAUPERT, IF ELECTED MAYOR, CAN STOP THE
Nanking, China, April 1. The pub- ways easy to find the line which
CUTTING OF TIMBER IN THE CANYON.
lic ceremony connected
with Dr. separates the domain of public auof pri 'ate right.
Sun Yat Sen's resignation from the thority from th-- t
IT IS NOT TRUE THAT THE CITY'S WATER SUPPLY IS BEING DAMAGED BY TIMBER CUTTING.
su
is
not
this
hard
office
as it wowH be
But
of
of
the
NO TIMBER IS BEING CUT ON THE WATER-SHED- .
provisional president
IT CAN'T BE. THE AGUA PURA COMPANY OWNS
Chinese republic took place In the to trace the indirect effects of regit-ha-ll
EVERY FOOT OF ITS WATER SHED, AS THE COUNTY RECORDS WILL PROVE TO ANY ONE, MR. TAUof the national assembly, today. Iation by the states and by congress
PERT OR ANY ONE ELSE. WHO IS DESIROUS OF BECOMING ACQUAINTED WITH THE TRUE FACTS.
were delivered by the back and forth across the boundary
Speeches
WE KNOW THAT MR. HOSKINS HAS MADE, AND WILL MAKE, NO
PROMISES
speaker of the assembly and by sev-- ; of their respective jurisdictions The
ABOUT THE CITY MARSHALSHIP.
eral assemblymen.
boundary Itself is plainly rairVed. We
WE ARE RELIABLY INFORMED THAT MR. TAUPERT, OR HIS AUTHORIZED AGENT, HAS PROMhave to do with administering
Dr.
assem-whbade
Sun
the
national
ISED THE SAME JOB THE CITY MARSHALSHIP TO TWO DIFFERENT MEN.
IF THE CIRCULAR SENT AROUT TOWN IN THE INTEREST OF MR. TAUPERT'S CANDIDACY, Lbly a dignified farewell. He urged the judicial power have in especial
that every effort should be made to charge the covenant of the Union and
AND UPON PARTS OF WHICH We HAVE COMMENTED. REPRESENTS MR. TAUPERT'S
IDEAS AND
secure a united China and to achieve our plain duty is to see that this
OPINIONS, IT IS EASY TO SEE THAT MR TAUPERT IS NOT WELL ENOUGH
WITH
ACQUAINTED
the highest Ideals of the republic boundary is'respeeted, leaving further
TTHE FACTS SPOKEN OF TO BE A GOOD MAYOR.
He reiterated his confidence In Presito the people of the
PEOPLE SAY THAT MR. HOSKINS IS TOO BUSY A MAN TO BE MAYOR. DID YOU EVER dent Yuan Shai Kai as well as in responsibility
and the agencies they have
country
YOUR EXPERIENCE, ANYTHING ACCOMPLISHED BY A MAN WHO
WAS
NOT !?USY?
Uu cabinet and the oa ienal
Created far the regulation of comHARD FACT IS THAT IT IS ONLY A BUSY MAN WHO FINDS TIME TO DO T HINGE.
merce, state and interstate."
SERVICE

CEASED ALL OPERATIONS

REFERENDUM

TODAY
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CHINA'S CONSTITUTION GRANTS
SUBJECTS ABSOLUTE FREEDOM

.
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tion of the national assembly he must
within 10 days of the announcement
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!ii

make plain his reasons, and return it
to the national assembly for reconsids
of the memeration. But if
it
bers
still
it,
goes into efapprove
In

c

Provisional Constitution of the

Repub-

lic of China.

Article

I

General.
of China has
the people of

(1) The republic
.been established by

China.
(2) The controlling power Is vested in the body of the people as a

whole.
The territory of the republic of
China consists of 22 provinces. Inner
and Outer Mongolia, Thibet and
(3)

The government of the republic of China is formed of the national assembly, the president and executive officers and the judiciary, act-in- s
conjointly.
Article II The People.
:.
There shall be no distinction
of race or religion, all being on an
equality.
(lit They shall have the following
liberties; (a) No infliction of punishment without Judicial trial; (b) Nn
confiscation of house and home with
out judicial sentence; (c) Freedom in
the possession and use of property
and choice of occupation (d) Right
of free speech, publishing and printing, assembling and forming societies; (e) privacy of correspondence;
(f) Freedom of dwelling and removal
elsewhere; fg) freedom of religious
belief.
(7) They shall have the right to
petition the national assembly.
(8) They shall have the right of
appealing! to the executive.
(9) They shall have the right of
submitting r' ases to the judiciary
for settlenu
(10) They ..nail have the right,
when officials violate the law to thv
Injury of popular rights, of appealing
to the administration court.
(11) They shall be eligible for gov
ernment examinations.
(12) They shall have the right of
Toting and of striding for office.
(13) They shalftpay taxes according
to a fixed tariff.
(14) They shall give due respect
to the military.
(15) The above rights must he limited by legal prevision when demanded by public advantake, the maintenor times or special
ance of peace,
emergency.
(4)

Article

of the hall.
(28) Members

may not be arrested
during the sessions of the national
assembly without the permission Of
the national assembly except tor
crimes committed then, or for matters
concerning internal disorder or foreign complications.
(29) The speaker shall be elected
by ballot upon a majority of he entire membership.
(30) The national assembly sh!l
make Its own rules and adopt them
(31) Executive officers and those
deputed by the government may meet
and deliberate with the national as-

National Assembly.
(16) Until the establishment of the
parliament, legislative authority shall
be vested in the national assembly.
(17) The national assembly shall be
constituted by delegates from each
province.
(18) Each province, inner and Outer Mongolia, Thibet, shall each elect
five delegates, Kokonor one,
the
manner of election being left to each
locality.
(19) The national assembly has the
following duties and powers: (a) To
make the laws; (b) to decide upon
matters included in sections 35 and
36; (c) Tq pass upon the nnoget. (d)
to enforce a uniform system of tariff, coinage, weights and measures,
together with regulating the public
debt; (e) To audit the accounts of
the government; (f) To receive and
act upon popular petitions; (g) In
legal and similar matters requiring an
interpretation, to decide for the gov
ernment; (h) Five or more members
may institute an inquiry from the executive and demand a reply: (I) Four
fifths of the members shall constitute
s
of the
a quorum and
members present for the purpose may
Impeach the president for violating
the constitution. In which case each
local assembly shall elect one pereson
to constitute a special court of jusof the memtice; (j) Three-fourth- s
bers shall constitute a quorum for
of the
the purpose and
members present may charge any executive officer with failure to perform
his duty or violation of the law; if the
president vetoes the decision and it
still remains unchanged, the said of
ficial must retire from office.
(20) The national assembly shall
Itself decide upon times for meeting,
and the opening and closing of its ses
III

THE WHOLE STORE IS RADIAN WITH BRIGHT
NEW MERCHANDISE

We do not know of the time we
to meet your Easter
we are right now.

sembly.

President and Vice President.
be elected upon a
shall
(32) They
s
majority of the electors
from the provinces, but each province
shall be limited to one vote.
(33) The president shall represent
the provisional government, shail
have genera) oversight of administrative matters and shall proclaim the
laws enacted.
shall be comma(34) The president
nder-in-chief
of the army and navy.
shall
(35) The president
the regulation controlling offi
cials and shall have the right to em
ploy or dismiss executive officers, but
the official regulations, the choice of
executive officers and representatives
must all be approved by the national
assembly.
(36) The president shall, in con
junction with tbe national assembly,
declare war and peace and make treat
ies.
(37) He may within the legal limi
tations order defense measures.
(38) He shall represent the nation
in receiving foreign ministers and am
bassadors.
(39) He shall propose legislative
measures to the national assembly.
sions.
(40 He may in times of special
(21) The meetings must be public emergency issue laws in place of the
unless specially requested by execu- existing ones, but must afterwards no
tive officers, or upon the vote of a tify the national assembly and secure
maority of its members.
Its approval.
(22) A quorum shall require the
(41) He may confer honors and orders of merit upon those deserving of
presence of a majority of the
reward.
(23) Ordinary
questions shall re
(42) He may proclaim general require a majority for settlement, but mission of taxes, special remission,
matters involved In section 36 shall reprieves and restoration jto privivote.
require a
leges: but general remissions must
(24) The speaker shall decide the first pass the national assembly.
(43) The vice president may act for
result of the vote.
(25) The speaker shall announce the president if for any reason he
the decisions of the national assem- ceases to fill his office, and may tembly to the provisional president, who porarily take bis place when hindershall Imnict the various members ed from serving.
of the executive to cany them out.
Article V. Executive Officers.
(44) These shall include the pre
(26) If the president vetoes an acmier and heads of departments.
(45) They shall help the president
to carry on the govenment, to put the
laws Into execution and to perform
their own special duties.
(46) They shall sign their names to
the president's legislative proposals,
announcements of laws and executive
regulations.
Article VI. Thei Judiciary.
(47) The president and minister of
jU8tice( attorney general) shall ap
point the various judges, the regula
tions for the courts and qualifications
of judges to be fixed by law.
(48)) Justices shall be independent
and free from interference bv Ihe
higher courts.
(49) Justices, while in office, shall
not have their salaries reduced or be
transferred to other duties, nor shall
they be dismissed unless because of
judicial sentences or charges Involv
ing retirement from office, the regu
lations governing such charges to be
Article

AT

NOW NARKED

ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE

.

PRICES.

have been splendidly

needs quickly, satisfactorily
Months of planning

and

prepared

and economically

as

resulted

in

preparing

Kaster stocks that in point of beauty, completeness and low price are

IV

the best we have ever had the pleasure of showing.
All the newest style ideas, all the charming fashions

two-third-

fashionable

in

wearing apparel, gloves, hosiery, neckwear, parasols and the like are here
in extensively large stocks that offers most satisfying choice.

part of it all, however, is the unusual

value-giving-

The best

Every section of the

.

store overflows with genuine economics that cannot fail to persuade you
to buy.

That is the keynote of this Easter sale MATCHLESSLY

PRICES.

IX)W

t

three-fourtn-

These Values Are Certainly Worth
Looking Into Come!

Suits, Coats and Dresses

two-tnrl-

Easter Millinery

In Excellent Varieties

.

fixed by law.
(50) Justices shall, in harmony with
republican ideals, conduct civil and
criminal trials according to statute,
hut this shall not include trials of the
executive or other special trials not
included In the above.
(51) Trials shall be public, but in

It
:

Edwin Milton Royle's drama, "The plunges into the life of the far west,
Squaw Man," at the Duncan opera which' he pursues for several years:
house on Wednesday evening. Mr. but finally emerges with his name
cleared and comes Into possession ot
Dili impersonates a gallant and manan earldom and a wife. The charac- ly young officer of the English gov- terls embodied
by Mr. Dill in a mai.)
ernment; the scion of a noble house, ner that proclaims his adaptability fofj
who takes upon himself the onus of thita
Ula .......
,.f .Li ...
a crime committed by another, that ment is always fine and manful and
the family honor may not be smirch- he seems especially happy in his aped, and Innocent lives ruined. He peal for public interest and
leaves England under this cloud and

instances recognized as affecting
peace and order they may be secret.
(52) Within a year from the estab- lishment of the provisional govern
ment the president shall summon a
parliament; the procedure for summoning shall be fixed by the national
assembly.
(53) The constitution of the repub
lic shall be drawn up by parliament
until which time the present "Modus
Operandi" shall have the same force
as a constitution.
Article VII.
(54) The present agreement ("Mod- us Operandi") shall require a two- tliirds majority of the members, or it
ma
be amended upon recommendation by the president If there ar
s
of the members present,
s
of whom
approve the
four-fifth-

three-fourth-

for easter

An unusually large and attractive variety of the newest
creations in Lingerie waists including round, square 3r high
neck models with either short
or full length sleeves, each $1.25
A good assortment of Lingerie waists including about 20 of
the mosr popular models, round
or high neck, rimmed with
Tucks, Lace and Embroidery,
good materials, best of styles,
1

&.&(xsemvaj((t r$ Son

Four-in-han- d

each

two-third- s

-

new waists

Those who have not yet secured these Easter costumes should do so
You choose your Eastei
at
their
earliest convenience, while the assortments are good.
be
hat in this Sale you'll
getting
SUITS of the newest and best designs ,well made from first class mait cheap and without sacrificing
one bit of style or beauty. A" terials, all desirable colors, $15.00 to $45.00.
COATS are unusually attractive this season and extremely
popular.
superb gathering of beautiful
creations to choose from. Each Our line includes the most favored styles in a good variety of fabrics and
the product of the best metro- colors. Prices are at the lowest level, $7.50 to $35.00.
DRESSES, this season, are more attractive, dainty and desirable than
politan artists and with a charm
and distinctiveness you won't usual. We have a beautiful assortmenrti of all the most, approved styles
find in hats elsewhere.
in a great variety of fabrics, $3.50 to $35.00.
All the newest most desirable
each
$1.75
shapes and an excellent variety
Laa
from which to choose at prices
VoOaa'LQadingStoro
Fancy Striped Messaline
within the reach of all,
waists in Tan, Blue and Black
and Pongee Waists, all trimmed
with heavy lace collars and cuffs
$2.50 to $15.00
with neat
tie,
South Si loPlaga round neck, elbow sleeves!
Established 1862
I

Arthur Montgomery, Estancia; J. B.
into
shall
This
go
Bright, Hyer; H. E. Addy. Mcintosh;
(55)
agreement
J. T. Kendall, Cuervo; 5?. M. Mann,
effect upon its promulgation.
Mountalnair.
Opinion by Attorney General.

change.

March
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NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

28, 1912.

Mr. Quintus A. Kaune, Portales, N. M.

"THE SQUAW MAN" WEDNESDAY NIGHT

i

TEMPLE

kifiA

two-third-

The People Are Safeguarded by the Fundamental Law From
fect
just Persecution and Are Given Right of Free Speech and
(27) Members, during the time of
Choice of Religion and Occupation Any Person May Appeal debste and voting, shall not be allowed to have duties that take them out
to the Chief Executive.
Shanghai. April 1. The draft of the
nro 's o.ial constitution of the repun-liof China presented on February
assembly at Nanking on February
20, but which hag to be adopted by
the permanent parliament when elected, la a document containing seven
articles and 55 clauses.as follows:

1912.

1,

Santa Fe, N. M., April 1- .- The attention of high school principals is
called to the meeting called by the
state board of education for April
30 in Santa Fe for the purpose of going over bids from the publishers of
school text books and adopting a uniform Bystem of state books for all
the public schools of the state. State
superintendent Alvan N. White will
be glad to receive suggestions in regard to high school courses and books
for the common schools. Representatives of all the schools of the state
are invited to attend the meeting.
Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
were recorded the past week in the
local land office: O. W. Searsborough,
Mountalnair; G. S. Black, Thoreau:
Vincente Chavez, Palma; S. W. HamEstan-cia- ;
ilton, Estancia; H.
M. J. Aurnheimer. Buxton; B. W.
Mazarlta Sanchez,
Means, Buxton;
Los Tanos; Francisca Alarid, Riddle;
W. S. Kirk, Estancia; Lura Cantwell,
Stanley; H. E. Byers, Belen; ,T. H.
Cantwell, Stanley; Pedro Gallegos y
Salazar, Stanley; J. B. Ashcroft, Ram- ah; R. C. Buford, Ramah; F. C. W1H-iams, Ramah; Espiridon Olivas, Cuba:
E. R. Boettcher, Cherry vale; Frank C.
Wlliams, Willard; J. A. Minner,
Farmlngton; Mary Seaman, Moriarty;
Julia Allen Smith, Otto; R. E. Pearsons. Moriarty; R. S. Baliou, Moriarty; Jessie Cantwell, Stanley; ,T. B.
Graham S. Stack,
Boom. Willard:
Tharon ; L. W. Terrill, Wagon Mound
Walter Kraul, Santa Fe; Edward II.
Weldon, Aztec; Hugh Seaberg, Raton;
David J. Jones, Bluewater; W. A.
Williams, Venus; C. W. FIsk, Moriar
ty: Celestina Garcia, Las Vegas: J.
C. Garcia, Las Vegas: Luisa Garcia
Las Vegas: Lewis Turdy, Santa Rosa:
Agapita Mestas, Chamita: Francisco
Alarid, Riddle; J. A. Sandoval. Galis-teo- ;
L. A. Mock Moriarty; J. W. Willis, Willard; Santiago Vigil, Wagon
Mound; S. W. Ball, East Las Vegas;
;

Dear Sir I have received your letter of the 23d inst., and hasten to reply. The important question which
you ask is for my opinion as to whether the town of Portales, incorporated
before thfe passage of the act which
is printed as Chapter 117 of the laws
of 1909, has the power given by the
subdivision of Section
eighteenth
2402 of the Compiled Laws of 1897,
to prohibit the sale of Intoxicating liquor within the limits o? the town. I
entertain no doubt that that power
still continues In any towns except
those incorporated under the act of
1909.
The act of 1909 repeals only
Sections 2476 to 2492 of the Compiled
Laws, and by that repeal, the new act
In no way impairs the status, authority or power of the towns already in
existence.'
As to the other question about who
is to Issue retail liquor licenses, I
am equally clear that the legislation in Chapter 1088 of the Laws of
1901 supersedes Section 4123 of the
Compiled Laws, so that it becomes a
matter of course for the county clerk
to issue a license upon the report ot
the application to aim by the assessor. I think that you will agree with
me in this upon examination of Chap
ter 19 of the Laws of 1901, which relates only to liquor and gaming licenses. By Section 7 of that act, It
is provided that all applications for
licenses shall be made as required by
Section 4156 of the Compiled Laws of
1897. and there is nothing in the
whole chapter to rhow any intention
that its provisions should not cover
saloons and gaming houses in cities
and towns as well as outside thereof.
This act was adopted March 9, 1901,
and Chapter 108 was adopted twelve
days later, and by Section 6 of the
latter act, a new Section 4156 is created, and as it takes the place of
the old section of that number it fa
lows that this provides the exclusive
method of applying for licenses aftd
for their issuance.
I do not feel certain, however, that

it is the duty of the county clerk to
issue a license to a person to do
s
within the limits of an incorporated town which has prohibited the
carrying on of that business, but as
to this, I am not now prepared to express a positive opinion.
As to the power of municipal authorities conferred by Section 4 of
Chapter 115 of the Laws of 1905, to
which you make reference, that relates only to the revocation of licenses for certain specified reasons,
but if a business is entirely prohibited
by the town, I believe your proper po
sition would be to attempt to punish
the offender for violation of the city
ordinance, and not to take any proceedings to revoke his license, as that
would seem to admit that he had a
valid license.
As to whether a udge from another
district holding court in a different
district from your own, in your district, would have jurisdiction to grant
an injunction against a person In your
county, I incline to the opinion that
he would not nave such jurisdiction.
Section 15 of Article VI of the Constitution provides that any district
judge may hold district court In any
county at the request of the judge of
such district court. I assume that
under this clause, Judge Abbott is
holding court in Curry county at the
request of the judge of your district
court. That does not seem to confer
jurisdiction on Judge Abbott holding
court in Curry county, to adjudicate
as to matters in Roosevelt county, especially when your own judge is anywhere within the district. I can see
no reason why your town authorities
may not maintain a suit for an insaloon
junction against the would-b- e
keeper.
Yours truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
busi-nees-

(WHY

HE WAS LATE

"What made you so late?"
"I met Smithson."
"Well, that is no reason why you
should be an hour late getting home
to supper."
"I know, but I asked him how he
was feeling, and he insisted on telling me about his stomach trouble."
"Did you tell him to take Chamberlain's Tablets?"
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
by all dealers.

$3.00

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
In the District Court, County
San Miguel, March 21, 1912.

ot

Gustave Benter
ys.
Rose Benter.

No. 7391.

The said defendant. Rose Benter is
hereby notified that a suit in Divorce
has been commenced against you in
the District Court for the County of
San Miguel, State of New Mexicc,
by
said plaintiff, Gustave Benter, wherein he prays that the bonds of matrimony existing between plaintiff and
defendant may be set aside and that
he be granted an aboslute divorce
from the said defendant; that the
personal property and real estate bet
decreed by the court to be ithe sole
and Individual property of plaintiff,
the same being 9 horses, 7 head of
cattle, furniture farm wagons and
machinery and 282.8 acres of land on
the road to Watrous, in San Miguel
County, New Mexico, and for such
other and further relief, etc, that
unless you enter or cause to be entered your appearance in said suit on
or before the 20th day of May, A. D.
1912, decree Pro Confesso
therein
will be rendered against you.
Chas. W. G. Ward, Esq., Las Vegas,
N. M., Attorney for Plaintiff.
LORENZO

DELGADO,

Clerk,

j

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money It
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. KOo,
For sale by all ruggists.
For rheumatism you will find no- -,
tiling better than Chamberlain's Liniment.
Try it and see how quickly
it gives relief. For sale by all deal

ers.

Don't be surprised if you have an
attack of rheumatism this
Just, rub the affected nar
freelv
with Chamberlain's Liniment nnri itwill soon disappear.
Sold by all
dealers.

CHICHESTER DRILLS
f

A

-

n

-

PtU in Red Md Void metlllc
Blue Ribbon.
horn, staled with
etc-r- .
v
Take
Bor
DnorM. Aik forCiri.Cirl'S.TFB N
DIAMOND BRAND FILLS, for M
nuwn as nesi, ssiesl. Always Kellaofta
,c
SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

at
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FOURTH
STRAY

TOPICS

FROM

LITTLE

New York Ap.ril 4. If New York
is not yet one of Ue great art cen
ters of the workl. it is in a fair way
of becoming one. The collection of
master paintings in (be Metropolitan
Art museum is growing rapidly and
every year scores of important, often
even world famous pictures by some
Of the greatest masters the world
has ever known are added to the magnificent private collections of the
J
clty'e art loving multimillionaires.
collecPieppont Morgan's wonderful
tion of art treasures, a large part of
which had adorned the gallery of Mr.
mansion or had
Morgan's
been loaned to some of the great public galleries of the EngliA metro
polls, will soon be gathered together
in New York and will form one of
the finest private collections in the
world.

'

OLD

NEW YORK

YEARS

n

Again the Biiffragiscs have failed in
by the
obtaining favorable action
state legislature uin the woman's
suffrage measure, but they are not
discouraged by their defeat. With
everlasting faith in the theory that
falling droi will hollow a stone, they
are determined to continue their efforts until they succeed in obtaining
what hey want. During the last
week or so the minds of the suffrage
with the
women were so occupied
momentous problem of Easter millinery, that they had no time for other
matters, but. after Easter the battle
for woman's suffrage will be resumed
with renewed vigor. Among the suffrage advocates, are many who advocate the adoption of more militant
tacJtics.after the example of the Kne-lisuffragettes, but the more conservative element In the suffrage army is strongly opposed to such tactics
at least for the present.

jlu-pits- u

(

FOLEY'S

HONEY

and

TAR

COMPOUND
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LOOK AND READ!

styles all the time.

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

MM
.0M

pr id lb.
He per 1M 1st
Me per 1M Is

Dm. to

40a per 1M lt
Sec per toe t

to 1,00 lbs. East. Delivery
2M lbs
Each Delivery
Leas Than M Iba Each Delivery

H

A G U A

within an area of 484 square miles.
In the event of all the anthracite
miners going out on strike it would
be difficult, in the face of the miners'
certificate law, to find a sufficient
number of men outside the anthracite regions to break the strike.

lows:

2

2k

PURA COMMNY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

THE PRESIDENT'S
ECONOMY RECORD

Bent began work at once to mvesti-gat- e
Us own expenditures and to devise way and means of curtailing extravagances. The remit was that cos
grees received the lowest estimates It
bad seen In years. This was followed
by a reduction In appropriations to correspond, always allowing for the natural growth of the government's activities, wblcb represented a net saving to the taxpayers of the country.
President Taft was not however,
satisfied that all bad been done that
He realized that the
could be done.
departments of tbe government, like
IndlviduslH. are naturally prone to be
proud of their own achievements and
by reason of their familiarity with
their own endeavors often Insisted
that their work was more Important
than tbe work of the other departments, relatively speaking. In order
to correct that evil be asked congress
to give bim 1100.000 for a commission
of disinterested experts to Investigate
and report on the business of tbe government, with a view to further econThus came Into
omy and efficiency.
official being the commission of that

de-fle- d

one-yea-

i

.

p

cf Trie

-

Ik. f. Mora, Em Delivery
lb, to MM It, Kaah Delivery

2M lb

ecommendatkras tending to better the
woking conditions of the men. It also
created the board of concilia ion. to
which has been referred moat of the
grievances that have risen since the
commission's awards were made.
The commission estimated the losses occasioned by that strike as fol-

THRU

p

I have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship. Trimmings of the best New York

RETAIL PRICES-

112.

1,

pI

Taft Insists That Gov3rnment Be
FREE IF IT FAILS.
Decrease in coal produvtinn, 24,604,-48Your Money Back if You are not Sattons.
Run on Sound Business Basis.
isfied with the Medicine
Decrease In receipts of coal comWe Recommend.
panies, $46,100,000.
We are so positive that our remedy
Wages lost by men, $25,00o,000.
POLICY
PROGRESSIVE
Miners' relief fund, $1,800,000.
will permanently relieve constipation, HIS
Decrease in coal freight rates,
no matter how chronic it may be,
that we offer to furnish the medicine
Anthracite Industry at a
These figures show a loss of more at our expense should it fail to pro- His Personal Effort to Reduce Cost of
Glance
Efficient Service Bring Results Bun
Besides this there duce
than $100,000,-10satisfactory results.
Methods Applied Economy and
Number of employes in and
ness
were losses sustained by the railroad
It is worse than useless to attempt
about the mines, 168,175.
Efficiency Commission
Fought by
workers and employes in other indus- to cure constipation with cathartic
Democrats.
Number killed, inside, 509;
tries and there was a general para- drugs. Laxatives
or cathartics do
outside, n. Total, 601.
i 'resident Taft more than
lysis in business in a prosperous sec- much harm. They cause a reaction,
any of bis
Number of colieries, 286.
tion of the state.
in the White House has
predecessors
and
bowels
the
and
weaken
irritate,
TM
mines.
handling coal from
The award of the strike commission tend to make
more given strict attention to placing the
constipation
Production, 83,683.994 tons.
government upon a business basts as
n malned in force for three years un- chronic.
llesides, their use be- regards Its receipts and expenditures. name.
Explosives used in industry
til 1906, when it was renewed for an- comes
This
among other duties,
a habit that is dangerous.
Economy and efficiency became one of was commission,
in year, 57,789,920 pound.
other period of three years after the
to prepare tbe receipts
directed
weak-nees- s
a
bis
administrathe
cardinal
is
of
caused
by
policies
Constipation
handNumJher of railroads
and
of the government
miners had suspended work for about
of the nerves and muscles of tion as soon as he entered upon the on a expenditures
ling production, 9.
"budget" basis, which is tbe syssix weeks. When this agreement exwas
well
It
for
the
and
colpresidency,
or
intestine
the large
descending
tem followed by practically alt the
pired on March 31, 1909, a new presi- on. To
country that this was so. for bis ad
expect permanent relief you ministration inherited a deficit In the leading nations of the world except the
Geographical Distribution of
dent of the miners, union, T. L. Lewmust therefore tone up and strength- treasury of $58,000,000. which has now United States. Under this system It la
Antnracite
is, took up the negotiations for the
en
these organs' and restore them to been transformed Into a surplus of possible for tbe humblest citizen to
Pennsylvania, New York and
men. This time the miners did not
healthier
$30,000,000. The average citizen and analyze the finances of the government
66.75
activity.
er
cent.
New Jersey,
nt
his finger npon
stop after the compact had expired,
Ordertaxpayer will be Interested in this theany time nnd to lay
Rexall
We wffht you to try
14.34
New England states',
but agtreed to continue operations
responsible
political
party In the
conwhich
because
the
problem
lies on our recommendation. They are fact,
event
of
or
of
per cent.
extravagance
a
stinginess.
of
althe
working
neogtiation
pending
fronted the president at the outset,
to take, being
The system under which appropria- Western
states. 11.44 iet
upon a gigantic scale, was
arrangement. After the conferring un- exceedingly pleasant
though
and are ideal for similar to that of the ordinary shop tions for the government of tbe Unitcent.
til 29 days after the agreement en- eaten like
de'icate
persons, and old keeper or business man, farmer or ed States have been made has even
children,
Southern states, 3.58 per
tered into in 1906 had expired the
the experts in their endeavors to
cent.
commission award was again put in- folks as well as for the robust. They wage earner or even housewife who unravel the tangled skeins of expendiIs
to
make
muscalled
"both
ends
upon
and
nerves
.01
on
cent.
the
act
Pacific states,
per
dire'tly
to effect for another three years with
meet either In business or in the tures, so that It Is a fair statement to
of Canada, 3.82
Dominion
say that no citizen of this country up
the addition of five stipulations ad- cles of ;he bowels. Thay apparently home.
associother
to
on
a
the present time has ever thoroughneutral
action
have
per cent.
durcome
that
matters
had
up
justing
By law the secretary of the treasury
ate organs, or glands. They do not Is called upon every year to submit, to ly understood where his taxes were exForeign ports. .06 per cent.
ing the life of the award.
nor congress In December the "estimates" pended.
The anthracite miners began to pre- purge, cause excessive looseness,
The President' Position.
whatever. of governmental expenditures for the
inconvenience
create
any
the
for
last
trouble
fall,
pare
pesent
At the present time the Democratic
fiscal
follow
next
the
year,
beginning
at
taken
be
day
time,
any
when they held"
a convention at They may
bouse of representatives is endeavorPhiladelphia, April 1. The suspenrelieve ing July 1. As congress has to pro
Pa., and formulated these or night. They will positively
Pottsvllle,
vide the money to run the government. ing to end the usefulness of tbe econ- sion of coal mining in the anthracite
if
chronic or habitual constipation,
demands:
will be
regions or Pennsylvania
not of surgical variety, and the my
r
1.
A
agreement.
dislabor
rtie
fourth
general
or dependent
2.
Eight hours a day for all class- riads of associate
turbance in that industry in the last es
chronic ailments, if taken with reguof men.
In 1900 the miners struck
12 years.
of time.
3.
Recognition of the union in ne- larity for a reasonable length
six weeks; in 1902 theywereout five
36 tablets, 25
12 tablets, 10 "cents;
the
and
wage
agreements
and a half months and in 1906 they gotiating
in
right to provide a method of collect- cets; 80 tablets, 50 cents. Sold
again suspended work for six weeks.
The
store
our
at
only
Las
revenue
for
the
Vegas
oganizatlon.
In (he 1900 and 1902 Btriwes the coal ing
E. G.Murphey.
4. A more convenient and uniform Rexall Store.
Mine
ithe
United
through
diggers,
Workers of America and under the system of adjusting grievances withleadership of John Mitchell, won vic- in a reasonable time limit.
ORDINANCE NO. 357.
A 20 per
cent increase In
in
tories bv gaining an increase
An
Ordinance making .impropriation
wages and a readjustment of certain wages.
the purpose of defraying all cui-refor
ft.
a
for
all
of
A
$3.50
minimum
day
working conditions. In neither strugconexpenses and liabalitles of the
gle, however, did the organization ob- miners and $2.75 for laborers for
work.
City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
tain what it has in some of the bitu sideration
con
a
. That
for the fiscal year ending on the
the
whereby
system
recogniminous fields straightout
thirtv-firs- t
dav of March. A. D.
tion of the union, although the offi- tract miner has more than one work
or
1913.
in
mine
the
employs
cers of the union have carried on ing place
laborers shall be
Section 1. That there be and the
of more than two
negotiations as "representatives
abolished.
same are hereby appropriated for the
the men."
8.
Welsh
check
of
the
That,
1900
in
right
break
purpose of defraying all current ex
Prior to the first big
there were sporadic strikes, but they men and check docking bosses shall penses and liabilities of the City of
did not grow to any proportion because be recognized and that they shall not Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the fis
the men were not well organized. One be interfered with in the performance cal year ending on the thirty-firs- t
of the most serious of these stikes of their work.
day of March, A. D. 1913, the sums
and
9.
coal
mined
be
all
That
in
the
1897
Lattlmer
in
at
Lehigh
and accounts hereinafter designated,
wag
ton of 2,240 .pounds enumerated and appropriated to be reregion, where in one clash between paid for by the
deputy sheriffs and mine workers wherever practicable.
spectively used for the objects and
During the winter efforts were purposes hereinafter set forth and
more than 20 strikers were shot and
made to strengthen the union, which designated,
killed.
In the 1900 strike the union had met with considerable success, and For the payment
of Interest
about 7,000 anthracite men upon its then came the negotiations. The
on the bonded indebtedwhose person
$3,000.00
membership roll. The mines in the operator's committee,
ness of said city
the same as In
of lightWyoming, or northern coal field, shut nel remained about
For
(paylment
,the
found
down first and the strike spread all the former negotiations,
2,000.00
ing the city
min
THE RECALL OF A DECISION.
southward until the entire anthracite another new man leading the
the payment of water
For
P.
White.
John
ers,
country was involved, about 143,000
2,500.00
rents
the money has to be appropriated for omy and efficiency commission by cut
men being idle. This strike came in
Three meetings between the oierat- - For the maintenance and imoe exIn a recent
specific purposes before it can
union
ting off its appropriations
a year when a presidential election ors and a committee of the
beof the public
done
not
were
If
provements
this
and
appeal to congress for funds to conpended,
was held and was settled in favor of miners were held in New York. At
fore the beginning of the fiscal year tinue the great work it has begun.
parks and for the mainthe men after much pressure had lieen the first the miners pesented their
the machinery of government wouiu which all thinking men and women
tenance of the Carnesle
could will
brought to bear, upon the coal oper- demands; at the second conference
1,000.00 stop unless emergency provision
approve. President Taft pointed
library
public
ators by Senator Mark Hanna, of the demands were refused and at the
made.
out that tbe people of the country as
be
For Salaries
a whole are interested chiefly In the
Ohio, who was then managing Presi- third session the miners made a re
How Eetimates Are Made.
$ 900.00
Clerk
coal
the
this
sec
of
action
a
for
"Mttmntea" are prepared by the following governmental objects: The
dent McKinley's campaign
ply regretting
tiid
00
50
Treasurer
ond term. A 10 per cent advance in companies, rne operators in rerus- executive departments of which each national defense, tbe protection of per100.00
.
Attorney
member of the cabinet is a head. The sons and property, the promotion of
of
watte
insr
uiai.
tne
increase ueeiareu
wages was granted to all classes
300.00
.
cabinet officers get the "estimates" in friendly relations and the protection of
the profits would not admit an ad- - Citv physician
mine workers.
1,020.00
their respective departments rrom meir American interests abroad, the regulaThe following year found the an vance without an increase in the ' Marshal ,. . ..
nhiofa nt bureaus and then combine tion of commerce and industry, the
900.00
thracite regions much disturbed by price of coal. They proposed another Night police
them as the "estimates" for the depart promotion of agriculture, fisheries, forlabor troubles. While there was no renewal of the strike commission Merchants' night
ment. The "estimates' from an oe estry and mining, the promotion of
240.00
police
then sent to the secre manufacturing, commerce and bankseparate award for three years, declaring that
general movement, 102
600.00
strikes were recorded during the It had worked satistfactorilv and had Jailor
tary of the treasury to be submitted ing, the promotion of transportation
420.00
4,530.00 to congress, and they then necome uie and communication, the postal service.
bought peace and prosperity to the Driver
year.
"ostimntes" for the cost of running the Including postal savings banks and
For miscellaneous and con
The 1902 strike, the greatest in the region.
entire
government during the next fis parcels post; the care and utilization of
2,500.00
this
a
One feature about
tingent expenses
suspension
history of the country', was hard
cal
Upon these figures congress the public domain, tbe promotion of
year.
It was remarkable for the year is 'that it would come for the A grand total for all pur
recreafought.
the
makes
greater part if its appropria- - education, art and science and
15,530.00
of public health
and the second time in a year when a presi$1,000.poses
the
mor
than
tion;
completeness of the tie-uto
promotion
tions, amounting
and tbe care and education of the InSection 2. This ordinance shall take 000.000 annually.
losses incurred were enormous. The dential election is to be held. This
union asked for a 20 per cent in may have some influence in a settle- effect and be in full force from and
rintn ions a more or less b methoa dians and other wards of the nation.
should continue after its passage and publication as of making estimates for the annual There are many other public questions,
crease in wages, a reduction in hours ment if the tie-ume of course, but these are tbe vital and
from 10 to 8 a day, coal to be weigh for any length of time.
appropriations obtained tnrougnoucconrequired by law.
to
sent
comprehensive ones, and the "budget"
The
figures
government
ed wherever practicable instead
of
Enacted this 13th day of March
The anthracite mine workers In their
is proposed for the purpose of giving
of
instead
showing
each
year,
gress
measured by the car, and recognition strikes have been aided by a law A. D. 112.
information as to the needs of these
all
a
careful
"pruning"
of
indications
in order that
of the union. The strike lasted from on the statute books of Pennsylvania
Approved
the line, showed there was a matters Tbe president,
along
to his policy of economy and efficiency
May 12 to October 23. Nearly 147,000 providing that mine workers before
K. D. GOODSELL, Mayor.
the
departments
among
disposition
concluded and become one of
mine workers were idle and thousands they can become miners, that is, men Attest.
vie with each other in getting as large may be
achievements of his adconthe
greatest
without
as
possible
of railroad and other workers were who actually cut or blast coal, must
appropriations
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
of placing the govministrationthat
de
the
not
money
sidering whether or
thrown out of employment. The en have miners' certificates. In order to
ex ernment on a business basis wants
be
could
advantageously
manded
tire National Guard of Pennsylvania to obtain these they must have, unto appropriate $250,000 more
pended during the coming year. There congress
about 10,000 men, were called into der the law, at least two years' exof the commission now
for
the
and
support
of
supplies,
was no standardization
work.
service before the struggle came to perience in an anthracite mina The
that
were
doing
paying
the various departments
The economy and efficiency commisan end.
law was enaoted primarily to safevarying prices for the same article.
sion has already saved to the taxpayPresident Roosevelt was instru guard life and . property and in times
What President Taft Did.
ers of the country more than $3,000,000
mental in bringing the two sides to- of strikes It operates against the im
As soon as President Taft took office annually by its suggestions and by the
miners
to
of
from
other
to
and
fields
the appoint portation
gether
agreeing
this system ceased. At the outset Pres- time It baa completed Its work it is being of the anthracite coal strike com- who have not worked in the hard
ident Taft Impressed upon his cabinet lieved ten times this sum can be saved
mission to arbitrate the differences. coal fields.
officials the absolute necessity of econ- annually to the taxpayers. In the matThe commission visited many mines
With the exception of a small quanomy and efficiency In their depart- ter of railroad fare for government offments. He admonished them that not icials alone It has found that $12,000,000
and and examined 558 witnesses be- tity in Colorado and New Mexico,
a dollar beyond what was necessary to was expended In a single year at the
tween October, 1902, and February, which yields less than 100,000 tons
OX mm the covernment efficiently in their
highest prevailing railroad ratea At
11)03.
It
a tten per a year, the only deposit of true an
awarded
departments. Including a fair margin least a fourth of this can be saved by
in wages to miners thracite coal In the United States, If
cent increase
for progress, which is a part of efficien the application of business methods
reduced the hours of men not the world, Is In the northeastern
pnd
cy In the program of President Taft. such as President Taft has applied nnd
who
were paid by the day from part of Pennsylvania. It is found in
should be asked of congress. The ef- has Insisted shall be applied to all the
IN
Every depart
is confined
fect was Immediate
in to 9 a day, and made numerous only ten counties and
apartments of the government

the law were promptly arrested and
among them was one of the council-mewho had voted for the ordinIN
ANTHRACITE
SUSPENSION
ance.
The magistrates promptly disFIELD IS ONE OF A SERIES
missed the offenders and since then
OF TROUBLES
IxMli has ben as wide open as ever
in spite of the "Blue Law" ordinance.
4

Alt-ma- n

R

STRIKE

IN TWELVE

Besides Mr. Morgan there are quite
of other collectors of paint-ing- s
and other works of art in this
as
city. Their collections are not
do
and
Mr.
of
Morgan
as
that
large
not contain such a large variety of
art treasures, but the best of the old
and the modern masters are represented in them and the collections
are constantly increased by the addition of choice canvases. One of he
most Imiwrtant additions to a private! a girl of Elmhurst. L. I., recently
collection was made the other day, 'took a course in jiu jltsu, the Japan
tne ese art of self defense. Many of her
Mr
rteniamin Altman,
i,.,
wealthy dry goods merchant, pur- friends disapproved of her action as
chased for his gallery two noted unwomani9h, while others, less faspaintings by Velasquez, portraits of tidious, merely could not understand
min- ot what benefit such trainnig could
King Philip IV of Spain and his
The other day, howister, the Duke of Olivares, which had be to a girl
of
the
the rounds of her
made
the
the
girl
ever,
gallery
formerly been in
Villa Hermosa palace. It is stated friends and toid them a most sensational and exciting story, which set
upon reliable authority that Mr.
for
$1,000,000
more
whole village gog. According io
the
than
paid
the two paintings. So many famous her account she was accosted by a
tall,
paintings have been purchased by strange man, about six feet
Americans in recent years that the when she wfts on her way home on
art lovers in Europe are becoming lhe evening before. The heroine of
alarmed, fearing that in the course of the story grabbed the young giant
trick threw him in
(time all the remaining masterpieces and by a
He picked himself up
in the possession of European col-le- the gutter.
tors will find their way to Amer- and again spoke to her. Using an
other trick, she again caused , his
ica.
disheartened
A vealthy California woman who downfall and this so
Europe him that he slunk away. There were
arived here recently from
was arrested the other day for at- no witnesses to the display of the
tempting to smuggle jewels of con- young heroine's prowess, but the
siderable value into this country. She story sounded good and deeply imevidently ha i" not learned the new pressed the heroine's friends with the
of a
regime in the New York customs advantage and (possibilities
houBe or labored under the delusion course in jiu jitsu.
In some parts of the city, especialthat she could outwit the customs
of the port, She might have ly in the districts near the harbor
Bucceded, perhaps, had she not been front beggars have become so daring
too hoggish. Not, satisfied with try- that they jump on street cars and solooking
ing to smuggle a number of fine gems licit alms from benevolent
rear
on
the
who
the
men
stand
platforms
undervalued
she
grossly
outright,
few gems mentioned in her declara- to puff their cigars when the conduction of dutiable goods. This aroused tor is not looking. In most cases the
the suspicion of the authorities and a beggars are husky men who pre'end
was
made, to be sailors "stranded on a lee
careful
investigation
If the conductor who orwhich led to the discovery of much shore."
nidden and undeclared jewelry among ders them off the car is a powerful
man, the beggars jump off without
.her effects and rto her arrest,
delay, but if the conductor is a small
man, they boldly defy him.
To oblige a few pious residents of
their town the town council of Lodi,
N. .1., by a vote of four republican
against three democratic members recently decided to enforce the old
"P.lue Laws," which made New Jersey notorious nt one time. The town
officials being democrats, found it
For over three decades a favorite
very distasteful to be compelled to en- household medicine forCOUGHS,
rto
force the old law and they decided
COLDS, CROUP. WHOOPING
shut up everything so tight that the COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
citizen of Lodi would get their fill andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
of "Blue Iaws." So strictly did they at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
adhere to their resolution, that the and reliable.' The Bee Hive on the
town was as quiet as a cemetery on carton is the mark of the genuine.
the Sunday following the .passing of Refuse sustitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
the ordinance. The few persons who
tried to do busines in defiance of
Red Cross Drug Co.

a number
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he no suspension of work in (his section regardless of any action tha
may be taken by eastern miners.
According to Robert Ulrich, local
secretary of he union, the men have
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MURDER CASES ON OGDEN

RESIGNS

GUADALUPE

AS DIVISION

DOCKET

FOREMAN
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FULLY

EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

been advised that any cessation of
work will be countenanced by the
union and that If they persist, they
Sv .dsissssssssssssssssfc
.
bBwJ
may expect to gat no aid.
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
John McLennan, president of district No. 3, U. M. A., is expected
BEPOPULAR
It Is said he Is com SESSION OF COURT WHICH
RAILROAD MAN
HAS
SERVICES WILL BE HELD THIS here tomorrow.
TO
GAN
BEEN SUCCEEDED
TODAY
some
of
EXPECTED
BY H. L.
union
the
men,
TOMORROW
AND
EVENING
ing to urge
Entered at the poatothce at East
BE A BUSY ONE
TURTON OF DODGE CITY
to
whom are said to be anxious
IN TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Lu Vegas. New Mexico, for transmit
work.
The
operstrike, to remain at
ion through the United States malls
T. H. Ogden hs resigned his posiSanta Rosa, N. M., April 1 The
Heiinuiui; ibis evening the mem ators declare that only a small
mm second class matter.
of the miners of this dlstrh t district court of county of Guada- tion as Santa Fe division foreman,
berg of Congregation .Montefiore will
lupe convened
today with Judge the resignation taking effect today.
observe the festival of the Passover. are organized
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
mc in mt- I.ahy presiding. The docket, ioth Mr. Ogden has been succeeded by
one oi uig moot am-it-Dally, by Carrier:
civil and criminal, is unusually full H. L. Turton of Dodge City, Kan.,
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
Jewish church. Tonight at 6:30
$ .05
Per Copy
and the court will be busy for sev- who began hl9 duties
The
be held in the CARPENTERS STRIKE
today.
o'clock
servitjiU
show you.
18
One Week
The McNabb minder resignation of Mr. Ogden came as
eral weeks.
under "the direction of Rab65 temple
One Month
the
to
which
a
was
remanded
of
his
case,
sen-Icmany
by
also
will
surprise
;i
friends,
bi 8. Peifer ;.nd
IN CHICAGO TODAY
7.50
One Year
supreme court for new trial will prob- both in railroad service and among the
be held tomorrow morning at 10:30
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
the shop forces, but those of his closer
of
Dally by Mall
ably occupy the attention
o'clock.
;'.
$6.00
One Tear
Passover. 'TesarcV' U the seven BUILDINGS VALUED AT $50,000,000 court if the witnesses for the state friends are not surprised, as he has
3.00
Six Montha
AFFECTED BY STOPPING
can be secured, but at present it is been contemplating this move
for
Phone Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Prep
days' festival observed by the Jew
OF WORK.
feared that some of them can not be some two or three months.
in the warty Bifingfin commemoraWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
located.
In
Mr. Ogden has been in the employ
tion of the Exodus from Egypt.
GROWER
The grand jury has about 50 cases of the A. T. and & F. for about eight
Chcago, April
Building operaancient .lewis .life, it was the first
$2.00
One Year
of the "three Ilgrim festivals, upon tions aggregating expenditures esti which will be investigated, these in years, holding positions similar
to
1.00
Blx Months
which every nwUe Jew was required mated at from $30,000,000 to $50,000,-00- cluding two murder cases from Cuer the one at Las Vegas. He is held
were affected In Chicago and its vo. The defendant, AmbKoslo Anaya. in high esteem by the workmen as
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- to present himself In person at the
central sanctuary in Jerusalem. Al- environs today by a strike of 14,000 in the first of those murder cases is well as those he has come In contact
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money though the Pasaever has certain feat- carpenters who were ordered to sus- out on $2,500 bond, while the defend- with in handling the duties of his
more office.
order. If sent otherwise we will not ures In common with the universal pend work this morning. Contractors ant, William B. Terry, in the
in
now
is
at
case
recent
Cuervo,
jail
conestimate
Is
that
its historical and carpenters
Mr. Ogden has been holding subspring festival, it
'e responsible for loss.
of the grand jury.
action
the
500
buildon
awaiting
it
work
which
at
struction
least
on
free
lasting
gives
significance
ordinate positions since 1889 in the
Specimen copies
has
vitality. It is the great Independence ings has come to a stop. The car- as he, up to the present time,
capacity of general foreman and mas
bond.
beeiT
to
furnish
unable
in
event
65
an
the
of
first
cents
are
the
Jew;
ter mechanic his apprentieeshlD In
day
penters
demanding
Z
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The new county jail of Guadalupe'
,
VIA PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT his national history, an event which hour, an increase of five cents an
uanus ueen serven
mini
ir.
Archi-I
now
and
is
completed
county
In
think
all
fundamental
his
bwame
on the Pennsylvania lines. He also
hour.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Con- PAID FOR.
ing, too. as evidenced by the freThe situation was given a more tect Murray of Tucumcari and
served in the capacity of engineer
Rosa.
quent refereuce to the great dellver-nnce- . serious aspect today when union lead- trcator R. F. Sloane of Santa
for several years on the same line,
The festival Is ushered in by ers made the statement that a great- are .awaiting Its acceptance by the He has come up from the bottom In
Advertisers are guaranteed the
a family service, called the Seder, er increase would be demanded ommissioners.
locomotive work. Foreman Ogden
largest dally and weekly circulation
The new jail is modern in every re came here well
recommended. He
of any newspaper in Northwestern at which certain symbolic ceremo- should employers appear obstinate in
1G male
nials are observed. Each participant granting the demands made. The Chi spect and will accommodate
is a Mason, and he and his wife are
New Mexico.
and the lowliest is privileged to sit cago downtown district stands to be prisoners in Beirarate cells besides both members of the Eastern Star.
at
the table that night is required to the most vitally affected. Several having a cell for female prisoners. Mr. Ogden Is also a member of fhe
REGULAR RETAIL. VALUE, $12.00
TELEPHONES
with the new jail Elks'
end our
We purchased several carloads of tbla beautiful dinner-warMain 2 drink four cups of wine, in memory skyscrapers are
in course of con- Guadalupe county
BUSINESS OFFICE
lodge of Emporia, Kan.
The
manufacturer to give uh an exclusive design
large e purchaselowenabled the
can be
congratulated on having friends he has made since
to "advertising
end
very
price. We are charging
pari of ofthethecost
Main 9 of the four promises made by the struction at a cost ranging from $1,- NEWS DEPARTMENT
to
of the
a
actual
cost
to
ask
coming
and
pay percentage
you
only
expense."
as good a court house and jail
uosmoa ocsiku anu cannot ie nupuoaiea in
et. It is 01 a beautuui
Eternal to redeem Israel from bondvegas nope ne will see fit to
10 guaranteed
H In any retail china store.
less
than
for
It
by both
000,000 to $3,000,000 each.
quality
as could be obtained for the money make this his
toe inmiuiuciurer anu uuiarnco.
age. On the table, are the unleavus five
permanent home.
There Is a couoon In every sack oforLARABEE'S Flour. Send
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and which are fully adequate for all
and I3.H0 In cash, dralt, postaJ
express money order, and we will
coupons
ened cakes (Matzos), the shin-bonMr. Turton, Mr. Ogden's successor,
one of these beautiful seta By freight. Address coupons and resend
you
Strike In Des Moines.
the needs of the county for several was
mittance to The China Department of the Larahee Flour Hills Company,
of a lamb (roasted on the coals),
your name and address plainly.
Santa Fe division foreman in
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write are
Des Moines,
la., April 1. Union years to come.
REPUBLICAN CITY TICKET.
alao good for Rogers' Silverware
The coupons in LARABEE'S Flour
commemorative of the Paschal sacriAsk for descriptive circular.
valuable
and
other
on
went
premiums.
Moines
to
emDodge
Previous
Des
of
City.
For Mayor
carpenters
being
fice, a roasted egg, a mixture of ap
GERMANployed by the Santa Fe, Mr. Turton
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
strike today because of the master
DANIEL T. HOSKINS
CASCARETS FOR A
ples and nuts, (Charoseth), to sym
-MILLED
a
makes
Flour
was
that
with
the
Baking
Delight
Missouri Pacific having
builders' refusal to grant the increase
For Treasurer
bolize the mortar with which the
SICK, SOUR STOMACH been connected
with many branches
In wages. Practically
every
large
EDWARD J. McWENIE
OR
"Egyptians made bitter the lives" of
f railroad work and having held
In course of construction is
SALE
For City Clerk
the fathers, and bitter herbs (Maror) building
but thoroughly cleanse anii down
the position of general foreman
demand an Gently
The
deserted.
carpenters
J. B. FLOYD
and
by
Try a Sack You'll Like it.
reminiscent of the unhappy days In
Liver
Stomach,
refli'late
your
and other positions minor to that of
in wages of from 50 to 55
increase
For Aldermen
In
and
while
Bowels
song
you sleep
Egypt.
story, the tale
division foreman.
the high cost
First Ward HUGH QUIGLEY
of the oppression and the deliverance cents an hour, giving
reason.
as
the
of
principal
living
Second Ward O. M. WARD
of
is rehearsed.
Psalms of thanksgiv
That awful sourness, belching
Third Ward HARRY W. KELLY
acid and foul gases; that pain in the
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
ing (Hallel), strike the keynote of the
Read The Optic.
BACHARACH happy occasion. The services, inter
urth Ward-SIMpit of the stomach, the heartburn,
rupted for the family dinner, close SUPREME COURT MAKES nervousness, nausea, bloating after
with a number of merry folk songs,
eating, feeling of fullness, dizziness
THK HXALWOHl)
'THE SQUAW MAN'
expressive of the character of the
and sick headache, means indigestion;
DECISION
IMPORTANT
celebration.
a disordered stomach, which cannot
We have onlj) ft few more words
be regulated until you remove the
During Ihe festival, unleavened
to say before leaving the city cam break is eaten Instead of the usual
cause.
It Isn't your stomach's fault
EN
MUST
STATES
ALL
DECIDES
paign in the hands of the voters.
In orthodox homes,
leaven.
Your stomach is as good as any.
OF
great
JUDGMENTS
FORCE
We regret exceedingly that Mr. rare is taken fhnt all traces
of leavOTHER STATES
Try Cascarets; they cure indiges
Taupert and his friends have seen fit en be removed before the beginning
tion, because they immediately cleanse
to indulge In the bitterest of bitter of the festival. Sets of
and regulate the stomach, remove
1.
dishes, other
Washington, D. C, April
lursonalities during this campaign. wise unused, are
was
law
provided.
of
A
undigested and fermenting food
principle
This Is a city election. When the
decided today when the supreme court anrl foul gases: take the excess bile
lolls are closed tomorrow night whatheld that one. state could not refuse from the liver and carry off the deever the result, mav tie wo must all
HO
OF
THOUSANDS
of another composed waste matter and polsor
MINERS
enforce judgments
pull together for the upbuilding of
of stock- from the intestines and bowels. Then
the
state
liability
regarding
I .as
We ars all Interested
Vegas.
stomach trouble is ended forVirile Play
The
s.
Clarence Bennett & Co. Present
deb
tor
holders
in the town in which we live and In
AFFECTEDJT STRIKE decision was announced by Justice your
ever. A Cascaret tonight will straightwhich we earn a living for our famibox
Vandevanter in the case of Theodo-- o en you out by morning a
lies.
And the town in which we
from any drug store will keep your
Minneof
R. Converse,
the
receiver
(Continue, from Page One)
live is very small. It Is, therefore,
sota Thresher
Manufacturing com- entire family feeling good for months.
exceedingly regettable that bitlter
;i
Minnesota
pany,
corporation, Don't forget the children their little
'tacks--- ,
for purely bitter personal es a dozen counties near Kast St.
E. Hamilton, a stock- insides need a good, gentle cleansing,
Caroline
against
easons, should be made by Mr. Tau- I.ouis, and virtually supplies the St.
By Edward Milton Royle
too.
In the company Put a
ert and his friends upon their oppo'i-nta- . Louis market. Under the new scale, holder
Wisconsin. A Miines-Vtof
IF A MAN SAYS OR DOBS the eight hour day will remain in
bad issued an order assessing
court
Unquestionably the Most Fascinating American Play of a Decade.
THE LAW UPHELD.
I
force.
PERSONAL-The
ithree
cent wage increase
METHING THAT IS
their
100 per cent on
stockholders
The Sensation of
Washington, April 1. The antif OFFENSIVE TO YOU, THE is the only material change in condi- holdings to meet debts.
Century.
v NLY WAY TO ANSWER IT IS tions.
laws of Missouri were upheld
trust
Wallack's
as
Years
Two
Theatre, New York
was made to colExactly
When
an
Represented.
attempt
IN PERSON
AND WITH BOTH
by the supreme court of the
today
lect, the Wisconsin courts held that United States.
The court approved
Oes Moines Miners Idle
HANDS, It only hurts our town, Ml
the Minnesota order was not. such of the state's action in
50100-1.- 50
1.
Des
Work
to
in
It
have such campaigns
hurts
Moines, la., April
ousting the
badly,
a judgment as the federal constitu
Standard Oil company of Indiana and
as we are now having. Publicly wash- the mines district No. IS was susI N I
ii ii'
tion required to be given in another
SQUAW MAN i i
m
iiiiwi
the Republic Oil company of New
ing the dirty linen of personal ani- pended today and nearly 15,000 min"full faith and credit," because
state,
York from the state and fining each
mosities and business jealousies is ers are idle. President Rogers, who
the Minnesota court had no jurisdic
neither becoming to ihe individual do is attending the Cleveland meeting, is
$50,000 under these laws.
tion over a Wisconsin stockholder not
In proceedings begun in Missouri
occupied nor is it beneficial to the expected to order the convention to served with notice of a
proceeding.
meet again Thursday. Six weeks will
rown in which we live.
the
Standard Oil company of Indiana,
This holding was reversed.
We hope and believe Mr. Hos- - be needed to complete the work bea New
the Republic Oil company,
Mns will be
mayor r fore the convention. Mine officials
York corporaition, and the Waters
MONUMENT TO HURLEY.
stated that enough men have been
morrow. We bellevo this fjr i
Peirce Oil comany, a Missouri corTopeka, Kan., April 1. The monureason that Mr. Hopkins is fie detained at 'the different mines in the
poration, were' charged with having
who
E.
J.
to
ment
the late
Hurley,
type of man that appeals to ti e distriot to prevent damage during the was general manager of the Santa combined to control the prices and
to prevent competition, and the Misbusiness element of. our communi- suspension.
Fe railroad in Topeka, will be unhas
souri supreme court found them guil- He
of
politics.
ty, ''irrespective
veiled and dedicated in the Topeka
DeA a successful banker and there
Southwest is Safe
May 31. Employes and of ml
Oil corapay was
5 The Waters-PiercKansas City, Mo., April J. What- cemetery
is every possible reason to believe
ficers from all over the system will
a Missouri corporation and ithe court
Jhat he will carry Into the mayor's ever may be the final outcome of the
be here to take part in the services, set a
office the same energetic, progres- efforts of the coal miners and operday when its charter would be
methods ators of the southwest to agree on It has just been completed.
if the company did not pay
forfeited
sive, steady, conscientious
constructed of
The monument,
a $50,000 fine. The fine was paid.
than he has used in making his bank a new contract for the ensuing two
was set up in the To
one of the strongest financial insti- yeas, there will be no suspension of Barre granite,
Only the Standard and the Republic
at a cost of nearly
cemetery
peka
were ousted, appealed to the
which
KAYSER SILK GLOVES
tutions in the southwest
operation befere May 1. This is in
LET THIS BE YOUR EASTER STORE
and was paid for by the em- supreme court.
Now, Mr. Taxpayer, if you will but accordance with a continuation clause
of the SanARE BEST
The claim was made that the corsit down and calmly think over those of the agreement of two years ago ployes all along the lines
THE SPRING ATMOSPHERE IS HERE
is more than 40
monument
The
Fe.
ta
for
not
vote
will
the
could
ousted
in
be
we
are sure you
poration
and refuresentatlves of both the operthings
14 Button, Doable Tip
$1.50
on a granite same
it
Mr. Hosfclns.
proceedings. Furthermore
ators and miners sail today that it fept tiieh. It stands
Silk Glove Double Tip 65c
Short
which
A GREAT SHOWING OF HATS, SUITS AND DRESSES.
foundation
concrete
a
and
base
was
o
urged that existing corporations
would be respected. The districts In
rock. The shaft was a
Chamois Gloves Thai Wash
COMMERCE COMMISSION WIN8
greater punishment than was
this territory are numbers 14, 21 and goes down to solid
37
is
and
7
Inches
WELCOME
YOU
3
WE'LL
square
is
feet
A
1.
on
inflicted
individual violators by
victory 25, comprising Oklahoma, Texas, ArApril
Washington,
50o to
feet and 7 inches high.
the law. The International Harvestwas won today by the Interstate kansas, Missouri and Kansas.
On the northwest face of the shaft er company recently appealed to the
Commerce commission when the sulettered the name "Hurley" and di- court from a Missouri ouster decree,
deis
States
LADIES'
No Strike at Trinidad
OPPOSITE
The
preme court of the United
side Is the in- the appeal being based on the ground
cided the commission had the power
Trinidad, Colo., April 1. Fears of rectly on the ohverse
HOME
that these laws were unconstitutionto compel water lines to report to it a strike in the southern coal fields scription:
Castaneda
1, 1860 al. Judge Lamar, who announced the
June
inEdwin
Hurley,
"James
duras
well
as
here
found
that have
expression
regarding intrastate
JOURNAL
terstate business. It was the first ing ithe past two months, were al- - August 16, 1910. A Tribute to His unanimous opinion of the court, held
HOTEL
S
PATTERNS
case from the commerce court to be laved today hv declaration of oner- - Memory. From the Employees of the that no right of the corporations had
.
Rail&
Fe
Santa
been denied tinder the law In the
considered by the supreme court and artors and representatives of the Uni- Atchison, Topeka
trial.
ted Mine Workers feat there would way Company"
the commerce court was reversed.
I
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from

EMPRESS Flour ffi
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e

ALL GROCERS

ON

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
ONE NIGHT ONLY
Wedrvesdey April 3
the

"The Squaw Man
the

at

PRICES

nmnriiwn

One Week

SPRING OPENING
APRIL I to APRIL 6

e

You Are Invited to Come

Sunday April 7 is Easter Sunday

$8,-00- 0

$1.25

store

E. Las Vegas

of Quality'

n.m:

S
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DELGADQ

PERSONALS

The Prescriptionist

Los Angeles.
Filadeflo Baca, assistant school

Tranquilino Roybal was in Im Veg
as today from his home in Wagon
Mouftd on busines .
a
W. L. Bishop, president of the
was
in
Las
Commercial
club,
over Sunday on business.
Vegas
United States Attorney Stephen B.
Davis, Jr., went to Santa Fe yesterday afternoon on a short business
trip.
William Comstock, dry farmer and
land man, returned yesterday after
noon from a short business trip to
Kansas.
Miss Rachael Ward returned last
night on train No. 9 from Denver
where she had been for a week visit
ing friends.
Miss Orilla Flint .rt Iat night on
train No. 9 for Los Angeles. Cali..
where she will visit her sister, Mrs.

THE LATEST IN

"n

SUMMER

GOODS

DRESS

SILK FOULARDS,
TISSUES,

SILK AND COTTON

ZEPHYRGINGHAMS,
POPLINS,

MADRAS,

PERCALES,

BATISTE

AND

LAWNS,

"I suppose, Miss Fannie," said Mrs.
Harris to her newly arrived guest
from the country, 'that you have
good many errands to do here in the
cityT 8ome shopping, perhaps?"
"Well, I'd like to look round the
stores some, and see if things are
much handsomer than the things we
have at the Waybrldge stores, but 1
don't know as I'll do much buying.
I've always traded in Waybrldge, and
I guess I always will. But I've got
some errands that I'm quite set on
doing. For one thing, I want to visit
the art institute, and look at the
Venus with the broken arm and the
Victory without a head that the lady
who stayed at my house last summer
talked about, when she gave what she
called an art evening in the town hall.
"It didn't seem to me that those
mutilated images would be worth looking at, but she said they were wonderful, so I just want to see for myself.
And then I'm planning to go to the
public library and get out the magazine with the end ol a Ftory I never
finished. Some folks who were stay
ing with me a good many summers
ago left quite a lot of that story in
some magazines, and I ve always been
wishing to find out what became of
the poor misguided girl in it."
"And is tha' the extent of your bust-- ,
ness in town ?" smilingly inquired Mrs.
Harris.
one more thing I'd like to
MTherp
do, and mat is to go to the place
ther bought my sewing-machinwhere
He gave it to me the day I
was jjurinn I want to tell the head
man tWe that I never was able to
use the tucker attachment. It used
to just about vex the life out of me.
Of course I wouldn't use It now, even
if it did work, for I haven't done any
fancy sewing for more than fifteen
years, but I think the manager of that
machine company ought to know that
that tucker was dreadfully unsatisfao
tory." Youth's Companion.

a Copy

ill. Editor oj
the Boston Cooking School Magazine

Fy Mrs. Janet McKenzie

TICKET.

For Mayor, Lorenzo IJelgado.
For Clerk, Luis E. Armijo.
For Marshal, Manuel . artinez.
Kor members of town council:
First ward, Juan D.

Ar-tesl-

SPRING

SIDE REPUBLICAN

Another.

Every Housewife Should Have

day in Las Vegas.

Phoue Main

r

WEST

perlntendent, spent yesterday and to

CO.

COOK'S

BOOK.

ENTHUSI AM

su- -

Kava-naug-

Second ward, William B. Stapp
Third ward, Isidro Archuleta.
Fourth ward, Salamon Ase.

The Cook's Book lias been prepared at a cost of many thousands
of dollars, in the interest of better
and healthier cooking. It shows
the way to reduce the cost of living, containing as it does over 90
thoroughly tested, tried and proven
recipes that will be smcessfulevery
timS, if the few simple directions
are followed .
This is truly a wonderful book,,
showing as it does in hundreds of
ways how to lighten the good
housewife's burdens and solving
bake-daproblems successfully.
It really must be seen to be appreciated, for the recipes are illustrated in natural colors. Those
who have seen it, immediately say:
" It ' s the best Cook Book I ' ve ever
seen" and you will too.
y

The republican convention held
Saturday by the West side members
of the G. O. P. resulted, late in the
evening, in the nomination of a
strong ticket, which is assured of victory in the municipal election to be
tomorrow.
held
Mayor Secund'uo
Romero had been urged to accen a
renomination and it was generally
E. R. Collins.
supposed that he would do so. InF
Santa Fe Superintendent
',. stead, however, when nominations for
Myeren went to Raton last night in mayor were declared in order, Mr.
his private car on train No. ' or.
Romero took the floor and broiuht
short business trip.
the name of Mr. Oeelgado uefor the
Mrs. John A. Hicks of Santa Rosa, convention.
l
no
Mr. Romero
left yesterday on the California Lim- stronger candidate could l,e r.lec:e.1
ited for the Pacific coast where she and recommended that the nomina
will spend several months.
tion of Mr. Deelgado be ma i'3 unanl
M. W. Potsch, who represents tne mous.
The convention accepted his
of St.
company
Wyeth Hardware
with alacrity and enthusisuggestion
Joseph, Mo., and who makes his head- asm. Mr. Delegado is a young man
quarters here, was in Las Vegas over of ability and has made good in
Sunday.
position of public responsibility
J. A. Conley, Santa Fe maste me in which he has been placed. For a
chanlc, came In yesterday from his
young man he has had large expert
headquarters In Raton and will he in ence and. if elected, will give the
Las Vegas several days on official West side a good administration.
business.
Luis E. Armijo who was chosen as
Miss Alleen Rosenthal arrived this
a candidate for clerk is another young
afternoon from Philadelphia where man of
ability. He has been clerk
she has been for the. past; six months
of the board of education of the town
and
attending of Las Vegas for the par. several
visiting relatives
school.
years. The contest for nomination for
Miss Florence
Hoskins and Miss marshal was
hotly waged, many canMarguerite Cavanaugh returned last didates seeking .the office. Former
night, from, Wagon Mound where they Probate
Judge Martinez received the
had been several
days visiting support of the
majority of the confriends.
vention and was declared the nomiMr. and Mrs. rturt Kelly came In
nee.
Martinez has a good rec
from La Junta. Mrs. Kel- ord asJudge
a public official and is expeet
ly has been In Kansas about a month ed to make an able peace officer.
visiting friends and Mr. Kelly met her
The nominees for the town council
at La Junta yesterday morning.
win meet with the approval of the
Mrs. Charles E. Michael and daugh
as they are substantial resivoters,
ter, Miss Carolyn Michael, left yes dents of the West side and several
terday afternoon for Albuquerque of them have had experience in var
where they will reside. Mr. Michael
lous public capacities. Secundino Ro
went to the Duke City about a week
mero was selected as member of the
ago.
town central committee and the comJ. 0. CHley of the O. S. and D. demittee promptly made him chairman.
partment of the Stan Fe with head- Other members of the committee are
quarters in La Junta, was in Las Pablo Ulibarri, Fidel Ortiz, Lorenzo
Mr.
Vegas yesterday on business.
Delgado and Salamon Ase.
Criley was formerly a resident of
Las Vegas.
C. A. Morse, chief engineer of the
A. T. & S. F. railroad, passed through REBELS WOULD USE
afternoon on
Las Vegas yesterday
train No. 7 In business car No. 20 en
AEROPLANES IN WAR
route from his headquarters In Tope-kto Albuquerque.
Mrs. W. R. Tipton-an- d
her daugh
(Continued From Page One)
ter. Miss Mary Tipton, left Saturday
ulght on train No. 9 for San Francis- for such action on the part of Ger- co where they will visit Mrs. Tipton's
many.
son. Ensign lob Tipton, v4io is in
port at the present time.
Federals March on Juarez
F. C. Fox general manager of the
Jimenez, Mex., April 1. An uncon
Western grand division of the Santa firmed report received by General
Fe, was in Las Vegas yesterday after Pasvual Orozco today has It that the
noon and evening on business.
He federal column at Ojlnaga., aDter a
came In In his private car No. 17 on long delay, Is at last on the march.
train No. 1 and left last night on No. It Is assumed that if this is
2 for Topeka.
true his objective is the city of
Walker D. Heinz, general counsel
or Juarez. General Sajines is
for the Santa Fe and chairman of the said to be in command. The rebels
executive committee, passed through admit that if the report proves true
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon In it will delay the advance on Torreon.
business car No. 17 oa train No. 1,
General Campa was within 21 miles
on route from his home in New York of Parrel this morning and it was beC
to the Grand Canyon and Calf lieved he would be In position to atfornia.
tack this afternoon. It is not known
with certainty whether the. federal
General Villa is In. the town or not
H. S. Van Petted has purchased the
insurance business of Byron T. Mills
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
and will take charge of It at once.
That Contain Mercury
Messrs. Mills and Van Petten will as mercury will surely destroy
the
have their offices In the rooms now sense of smell and completely dethe whole system when enterBrdige rangeit
occupied by Mr. MJllls ou
ing
through the mucous surfaces.
street.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians as the damage they
will do is ten fold to the good you
IS WIFE.
STOLE FROM
can possibly derive from them. Hall's
Gor-haLos Angeles, Calif., April 1.
Oartarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
Tufts, Jr., alleged head of a Hin- J. Cheney & Co., Toledo. O., con
no mercury, and is taken In
du psychical cult and husband of the tains
directly
upon the
ternally,
former widow of A. W. Rose of Fort blood andacting
mucous surfaces of the
Catarrh
Worth, Texas, was arraigned in the system. In buying Hall's
superior court today on a charge of Cure be sure you get the genuine.To-It
and made in
is taken
having embezzled approximately $100,-00- ledo. Ohio,internally
by F. J. Cheney & Co.
of his wife's $100,000,000 estate. Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists.
Price 75c per
Friday was set for the time to enter
Is in the county bottle.
his plea. Tufts-eti- ll
Take Hall's Family Pills for conjail in default of $20,000 bail.
st

When your OPTICAL work is
done at bome you save tune,
annoyance and dissatisfaction.
We make a study of yom comfort.
If your glasses annoy you call on

MlM Fannie' Visit to the City Full
of Business of On Sort or

Its FREE.

FOR MAYOR

r.vf

191Z

HAD MATTERS OF IMPORTANCE

V theKC

h

AT

1

1,

Send for

contractor
went to Watrous this afternoon ou
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Elledge left yes-terday for a short trip in southern
California.
HIM
CHOOSE
TO
REPUBLICANS
J. O. Johnsen, of Johnsen & Son,
HEAD THEIR TICKET AMID
undertakers, left Saturday night for

prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

IS WEST

SIDE'S CHOICE

T. W. Smith, cement

The man who doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
filling. Every
inpres
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill our

MONDAY, APRIL

OAILY OPTIC,

CAS VEUA&

You can secure a copy of this valuable
book absolutely free by attaching the
certificate paekert in
C Ured
cans of K C Baking I'owder to this advertisement, sending both to the Jaques
Mko. Co., Chicago, 111. Write your
37
name ami address plainly.

icent

TAUPERT

Manufacturing Optician,
606 DOUGLAS AVE.

COAL AMD WOOD

mm

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Mate St
D. W. C OND ON

:

cVERbLAliES SCANDAL
WILL BE WELL AIRED
WERE RETURNED
INDICTMENTS
TODAY AGAINST FORMER
FEDERAL OFFICIALS.

y

Also Complete Line in
Goods, Silk and Net
Lace Waists From $2.00 up
Ready-To-We-

ar

Come in and Look at our New
Goods Whether you buy or not.
HOFFMAN

L

G8AUBARTH

AND

Phone Main 104

J

Cafe De Luxe
...The Best...
SHORT ORDERS
and
REGULAR DINNERS

t

I
I

j
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HEPNER & BARNES, Props.

Art & Crafts Library
Tables
Fumed or Early English Solid Oak
with 42 Inch tops, shelf below and a
large roomy drawer, for Tuesday

$8.95

for

$12.50

value, only at

THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

THE EMPORIUM
to the condition of the
weather, we will continue our sale on
haite
Mrs. A. Standish.
Owing

INDIAN

RIGHTS
Washington, April

PROTECTED.

1.
Right of the
federal government to bring actions
to have set aside some 3,000 conveyances by full blood Cherokee Indians
of their alloted lands was upheld today by the supreme court of the
United States. The case came from
the Oklahoma courts. The holders of
land sold by the Indians objected
the suits on the ground fhat the government had "no interest" in tile ,1411
andth Indian should rave been parties to the suits.
Justice Hughes in announcing the
opinion, said the government's rights
to enforce the restrictions on the
land was the complement of its right
to enforce them as guardians of the
Indians. He said the Indians' rights
would be amply protected
by the
United States and that the Indians
need not be parties to the suit.

MURDERER

ON TRIAL.

Ifluston, Texas, April 1. The trial
of A. H. Sheffield, charged with the
murder of five persons, was called
here today. Just two years ago the
body of Gas Schultz, his wife and two
babies, and Walter Eichman, a boarder, were found In the Schultz residence.

Sheffield denied the killings.

last-fllgft-

t,

a

a

0

ipation.

Washington, April 1 Indictments,
growing out of the Florida ever
in the departglades investigation
ment of agriculture were returned by
the federal grand jury today against
C. G. Elliott, A. D. Morehouse, Gray
P. Teele and Frank E. Singleton. The
defendants are charged individually
with having approved or presented
false vouchers against the govern
ment. Elliott and Morehouse have
asserted that the charges of technical violation of the law against them
and their dismissal from the department were brought about by their opposition to everglades land promot-

SAWDUST BREAD FOR HORSES
Also Would 8upp6rt H"min tlff. !n
Case of Wheat Famine, Aircnor-Itle- s
Claim.

1

"While it hae not reached the cafe
bill of fare as yet and probably never
will do bo, sawdust bread is being
made in large quantities in Berlin,"
says Henry G. Butler of London in the
Detroit Free Press. "One bakery is
turning out 20,000 loaves dally, and it
is being fed to horses, making a sub
stantial feed for them. The sawdust
is fermented and chemically treated
d
and then it is mixed with
rye flour, and the dough is shaped into
loaves and baked like any other
bread.
"Men who have tasted the sawdust
bread say that It Is not at all bad,
POWDER PLANT BLOWS and while the bakers do not intend it
for consumption by the people they
assert that in case of a famine it
UP AND KILLS TWO would come in very handy.
"In various parts of the world the
bread is made from trees. The pitch
IS
FELT OVER A of the sago palm furnishes a white
EXPLOSION
flour and natives of Molucca Island
FROM
RADIUS
OF 50 MILES
make a bread from it. In British
N.
J.
PATERSON,
America the Inner bark of the pine
tree is ground and mixed with oat
1.
An
N.
exploJ., April
Paterson,
flour by the Indians and
in some
sion in the finishing room of the places they use this bark without the
powder mills at Wayne, five miles addition of a flour."
west of here, today killed Charles
Stultz, the superintendent, and a
12
workman and maimed three others.
The explosion was felt over a radius
WILTON SEAMLESS RUGS
of 50 miles and started reports of a
For tomorrow Tuesday
great disaster.
The mills formerly belonged to he
I.aflln-RanPowder company, but re
cently were taken over by the E. I.
For $25.00 values, only at
Dupont Denemours company. Three
cause
were
wrecked.
The
buildings
THE ROSENTHAL
of the explosion has not been ascer
tained.
Opposite The Y. M. C, A.

nil

one-thir-

Dr. GEORGE GILBERT

DUNCAN

sued, a statement claiming the state
for Roosevelt.
UNDERWOOD

BILL PASSED.

Washington, April L The Under- Wood bill passed the house today by
a vote of 189 to 92. Twenty progres
sive republicans cast their votes for
the measure.

ft.

WMV MP WAS

I

OPERA

HOUSE..

IN'

H00D00S

OR RIDDLES OF THE WIND

It Will Make You Laugh and Think

ADMISSION
CI-IIIOFK- ISi

- - - 25c & 50c
HALF PRICE

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

O'KJHnaUHBHMnKlBflBl..
J. M. CUNMNOHAn. President
hRANk SPKIKUER.

BANCROFT

April 11th. and 12th.

$19.85

TEDDY CLAIMS NEW YORK.
New York, April 1. Senator Joseih
M. Dixon, head of the Roosevelt national committee, reached New York
today on his way to Vermont and is-
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HOSKINS. Cuhiar.

JLAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

ATP

"What made you so late?"
"I met Smithson."
"Well, that is no reason why you
should be an hour late getting home
to, supper."
i Know, out i asicea mm now ne
was feeling, and he insisted on telling me about his stomach trouble."
'Did you tell him to take Chamber
lain's Tablets?"
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
I
by all dealers.
For rheumatism you will find no
thing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Try it nnd see how quickly
It. gives relief.
For sale by all dealers.
Don't be surprised If you have an
attack of rheumatism this spring.
Just nib the affected parte freely
with Chamberlain's Liniment and it
will soon
disappear. Sold by all
dealers.
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Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Win. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

interest

President
Vice President
Treasurer

PeLid on Deposis

--

SIX
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fcWS BECOME MATTER OF JEST

WERE

RACE OF CLAY EATERS

Oman' Promt to Oby" Husband,
In Marriage Sarvlce, Perfunctory
and Without Moaning.

French Savant Have Proof That Prehistoric Parisians At Earth
as a Food.

f With tbe advent of the female
movement (the teaching of
prhlch cult may, when the movement
keta somewhat stronger, be Introduced
Into the common school system of the
pountry) th word "obey" In the ordinary marriage service, already la disfavor with the leaders of the move-meawill be shaken out of th prayer
hook, to be heard no more on aea or
shore. As it is now tbe scant recog
nition this word receives after the
redding service is over Is entirely per- unctory. James Douglas in London
) pin ton in England the revolt against
bo word obey has already reached formidable proportions says that the use
ind abuae of the word Is continusl and
unblushing perjury in tbe courts of
heaven where marriages are made.
Co this he adda: "And nobody worries
It It la taken for granted.
(ver
wink at it. bishops chuckle
bver It. deans crack Jokes over It.
Vnd with good reaaon, for their own
tarivea break the vow of obedience as
g&yly as the wlvea of laymen. Is there
hne clergyman who will venture to
proclaim from the pulpit that his wife
Invariably and unconditionally obeys
him all th year round? We know
there is not. How. then, can the clergy
fexpect from laywomen what they dare
not expect from their own helpmeets?
Ks a rule, the vicar's wife Is a masterful dame, and It is well known that
sufferance la a badge of the cloth.
Probably there are more henpecked
husbands in orders than out of them.
The traditional curate is a mild and
timid being, who la born to obey."

Marcel
has discovered that Parisians
at on time were clay eaters. The
present generation, of course, is excluded. The geophagous Parisians
How he diswere prehistoric ones.
covered all these facts has been explained by him to the Academy of
The region of Paris, he says,
was Inhabited by tribes that made a
practice of mixing clay with their food.
Wheuthey had no other food they simply ate the earth. Montmatre clay, It
seems, was particularly nutritive. The
sand in the bed of the Seine was an
excellent digestive. Children were
nursed and brought up on both these
delicacies between the ages of three
and seven.
Many of these vigorous prehistoric
babies had already worn out their
teeth. It was this very fact that
proves that they were a geophagous
race. The remains of their teeth show
that they were worn and polished by
eating clay and sand. Just like the
teeth of the geophagous or earth-eatintribes of Africa and tbe Pacific
ocean. We know that even in our own
s
who have degenerated
day
from civilization are to be found in
North and South Carolina. Their teeth
present exactly the same characteristics as those of the prehistoric Parisians, who ar, therefore, proved to
d'ar-gllhave been fond of a
or curried river sand. Certain
clays, adds the professor, are proved
to have excellent dietary properties,
but he does not go so far as to recommend any particular dish for present-da- y
,
Parisians.
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OF DEEP TILLAGE

-

1,

Country.

Adirondacks: Derived from the
(Mohawk) Iroquois language,
In which the original form la rrftlron-taksmeaning "bark eaters."
Allegheny: A corruption of the Delaware Indian nam for Allegheny and
(Ohio rivers, the meaning of the name
,

bei&g lost.

Appalachian: The name was given
tbe Spaniards under DeSoto, who
derived It from tbe name of a neighboring tribe, tbe Apalachi. Brlnton
holds its radical to be the Muscogee
apala, "great sea," or "great ocean,"
and that apalache la a compound ol
f ni
word with the Muscogee personal
;
tlclple "chl," and means "those by
:
sea."
lue Ridge: So called from the hue
ch frequently envelops its distant
E
.mlts.
t skill: The mountains were called
orgs by the Dutch, from the num.
f wildcats found in them, and the
ei
It. which flows from the moun- was called KafcrBkill, "tomcats"
toy

GIVE AND TAKE.
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RESTAURANT AND CAFE

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BEST GOODS

Bau-doul-

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

ethereal fawn to sheer brutal dirt,
then deepening to a black as rich as
the glossy, tarry coal from which it
sprang.
"One convenient thing about the
smokescape Is that you can enjoy
some part of it wherever you happen
to be. Looking west along the canon
of Fourth avenue one morning the
lower parts of the office buildings
were obliterated by a dense, low lying
bank of soft, dusky smoke. But as the
eye traveled upward this cloud began
to thin, until, when It reached the
cornices, every detail of them stood
out sharply In the sunlight against a
sky of pale sapphire. Such effects are
as Interesting as they are characteristic of the place."

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

AND

UXXK

C A. F.

NO.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCU
NO. 804. Meet
second and foarta
Regular
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Ploa
munication first and
building.
Visiting members ar ear
third Thnrday In ah
dlally invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K. .
month. Visiting brothE. P. Mackrl. F. 8.
ers
invited

IcolumnI

A. fat

com-

.

.

cordially

RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

N. O. Herman, W. M.

;

R. Murray,

aV

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World
Five cents per line each Insertion. LA8 VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
hall, on the second and fourth FriEstimate six ordinary word to a Una.
(N
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
No ad to occupy less space than two
conclave second Tnea-Consul, G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vtatt
lino. All advertisement
charged
(Jay in each month at Malng neighbor are especially w
will be booked at space actually se. sonic
Tempi at 7.30 p. m. CD.
come and cordially invited
without regard to number of words.
Boucher, & C; Chaa Tamma, Ra
Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues-

TISEMENTS

Secretary.

kj&ular

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
MASONS Regular convoca-a-g- ,
ARCH
tlon first Monday In each

month

17)1

pie,

at Masonic Tanv

at 7:80

p.

m.

M. R.
O.

day evenings each month, at Woodman hall.
Visiting Brothers cor
dlally Invited to attend. A. M.
Adlar, President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.

Williams, H. P.; F.
Blood, Secretary.

DENTIST8.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

MAIN

2.

Wanted

Dentist

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Salt 4, Crockett Building. Has pno
S. Meet first and third Fridays In
at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutiedge

Worthy Patron; Mr. George Tripp,
120
Secretary- - Phone Main 329,
Grand avenue.

WANTED
Position as second girl,
will cook or do general housework.
Address X., Optic.
WANTED

Inquire

First
902

class seamstress.
Third street.

For Root
1108

ATTOKNEY8
HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

NO.
DORADO
LODGE
EL
1,
Las Vegas.
New Mext
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meet
very Monday eveIPHYSICIANS
ning in Castle Hall.

Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
nier, Chancellor
Commander. Harry make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
Martin, Keeper of throat, and tbe fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Records and Seal.

Three furnished rooms.
Douglas avenue.

Chaa.

FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
Fourth street

E.

Liebsoh- -

Vegas

342.

Office:
FOR RENT 3 rooms for
housekeep
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.

For Soto
FOR SALE

Good gentle mare, suit
able for farm work. Four years

old; weight 1,100. V.'m. Prager,
Montezuma, hotel, Hot Springs.

Poultry

A HUNKER

Chester A. Hunk
Attorneys at Law.

FOR RENT

through any ordinary dry weather. It
is possible to carry even more than
FOR
SALE Thoroughbred
this from one year to another, says
Rose
Comb Brown
A. H. Leidlgh, assistant professor of
Leghorn and Rose
Comb Rhode Island Red
crops at the Kansas agricultural colsetting
en air."
lege. How can the rainfall be saved?
eggs, $1.50 for 15. Telephone Vegas
Plow the field as soon as the crop has
Ozark: The aux arcs was said to re208.
been harvested. If It Is spring or sumfer to the bends In White river, and
mer, follow the plow with a drag.
wns applied to tbe Oark mountains,
FOR SALE Five head work
The rains will soak Into the soli Inhorses,
through which the river pursues a
1
stead of running off the surface or
yearling colt. H. W. Bradrick,
(wandering course In other words, to
evaporating. Fall plowing should not
the mountains at the bends of the
general delivery.
be dragged, as there Is danger of the
liver,
must
or
of
That
soil
milliner
either
A
yours
becoming dry
Hubby
packing
Pierre Nevada:
Spanish term sigFOR SALE Modern house, best lo
The extra expense of be a bird.
and blowing.
range." Geolognifying "snow-clacation in city, inquire of owner,
following such a plan ought not to
ical Survey.
Wlfey Nonsense! She has neither
1015 Eighth street.
cost more than a dollar an acre at wings nor feathers.
most. Many places It could be done
Hubby Yes; but Just look at this
at a much smaller cost. It pays big bill of her
Surely Professional.
FOR SALE 1000 acres land situated
It was well known that the late Dr.
interest on the Investment even at the
two miles south of El Porvenir, N.
P. H. Brascome, though he demanded
figure.
higher
M.
All enclosed by a four wire
Actor.
World's Oldest
end got large feea from his wealthy
THE WAY NOWADAYS.
fence. Three springs affording a
The oldest actor in the world is
clients, gave much of his valuable time
ko treating poor patients, says the said to be Enrico Pinelli, who recently
good supply of water. Good crops
One case of a celebrated his 110th birthday and Is
(New York Herald.
raised every year regardless of rain,
laboring man came under his notice, living In a village near Palermo.
sufficient for the maintenance of
He made his first public appearance
and he not only treated the man, visitthree families. Its actual value, 810
ing him every day and providing tbe in 1811, at the age of ten, in an Italian
per acre, but will sell for $6.00 per
manTell."
of
"William
Schiller's
but
he
medicines
free,
adaptation
necessary
acre If taken at once.
Address,
aged also to Bee to it that the labor-- This was the first and last performMargarlte Romero, Las Vegas, or
family did not suffer for food ance of the play under the direction
v. hue the man was 111.
of his father, the manager, who was
El Porvenir, N. M.
When the man got well again and arrested the following morning by orvent to work ho sent out of his der of the government of Naples for
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
i: eager wages a grateful letter and producing "a stage play of a revolu.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
nclo.ed a two dollar bill, which Dr. j tlonary character." The elder Pinelli
These bright days make work In the
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevtmoffend
the
than
was
rather
to
months'
sentenced
twelve
itras.'.ome,
poultry yard a real pleasure.
ens,
Into
Humboldt, Kan.
man
urlsonment for the offense and died in
by returning, put
grateful
Plucking of the fowls begins Immehis pocket.
should
be
and
prison.
after
killing
diately
One of his colleagues happened to
The young Pinelli afterward joined rapidly done.
be present at the time and started to another strolling players' company,
The success of turkey raising de
reproach him for being so "unprores-- I and subsequently formed one of his pends upon the kind of care given for
oo
small a fee.
ional" as to accept
own. He continued to act until he was the first five or six weeks.
LOST Hitching
strap. Return to
"Why," said Dr. Brascome, "I took neatly 90 years of age, and several of
Geese fattened wholly on pasture or
or Judge Long's office. ReOptic
all the poor devil had. I guess that his grandchildren and
with the addition of a little corn make
ward.
was professional enough."
are members of the profes a tender, juicy article of flesh not to
be equaled.
sion in various parts of Italy.
Hoax My daughter
has reached
will not scratch when the age when a
Chickens
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
girl begins to think
The Circus Auctioneer.
nor
Is
when there
no of marriage.
they are overfed
In the District Court, County of
An auctioneer who had grown gray
Mammy's Interpretation.
feed In the litter. The idea Is to keep
Joax Just seven years old, eh?
San Miguel, March 21, 1912.
in the work had been urged repeatedArchie Bell of Cleveland went south them scratching.
retire.
to
Joes Olguln
ly
one time as a guest of one of the adThe successful feeding of poultry
"Not till I get a chance to auction vance men of the Ringllng circus. The
vs.
No. 7342.
SHE KNEW HIM.
depends largely on the ability of the
off a circus," he said. "That Is the advance car spent two weeks in AlaMazan de Olguln.
Sencion
to
notice
the
of
condition
the
feeder
height of my ambition. Tt la the point bama, where the Robinson Brothers' chickens on feed.
The said defendant, Sencion Mazan
every good auctioneer works for. Not circus, which la a southern institution.
The material from which eggshells
de
Olguln Is hereby notified that a
not
are
because
there
is a great favorite.
many attain it,
are made Is carbonate of lime, and
suit in Divorce has been commenced
enough circuses to go around, but so
The car waa covered with pictures there are many forms in which this
against you in the District Court for
long as a man wields the hammer he and the negroes came down In droves may be furnished.
the County of San Miguel, State cf
clings to the hope of getting a fling to gape at them. There was a flagare
health
If
and
necessary
at a circus some day. I can't explain staff on top of the car and on it was a Vigor
New
Mexico, by said plaintiff, Jose
and
Is
to
hen
the only
lay right,
the fascination.
i pennant which bore the words: way these can be gained la through
Olguln, wherein plaintiff prays that
"Men who have sold circuses at "The Greatest Show on Earth Septhe bonds of matrimony existing beproper care and feed.
auction tell me that it requires no tember 1."
Hens that are not laying these days
tween plaintiff and defendant be dismore ability to sell lions and elephants
"Mammy, w'at dat sign mean?" can be coaxed sometimes by feeding
solved and set aside and that he be
than bonbon dishes. Maybe they are asked one of a bevy of children a ne- them a small amount of cut bone or
an absolute divorce from the
must
woman
think
circus
but
granted
had
with
her.
managers
gro
right,
fresh meat in some form.
The woman studied It for a time.
said defendant on the grounds of
otherwise, for of all the people who
A shed of poles covered with straw
"It mean," she answered, "dat dls and
have goods to dispose of at auction the
abandonment and deesrtion and Jor
open to the south will winter the
aire us man Is most particular about yere is de greatest show on earth geese nicely If provided with clean,
such other and further relief, etc.,
the qualifications and experience of 'cept one Mistah Robinson's!" Sat- fresh bedding from time to time.
that unless you enter or caune to be
Post
his auctioneer."
urday Evening
A small flock of healthy hens, given
entered your appearance In said suit
the best of care and attention, will
on or before the 20th day of May,
of
$1 per hen
give a yearly profit
Main Stand-By- .
A. D. 1912, decree Pro Confesso there-IFiguratively Speaking.
after paying for the food consumed.
"And what la the diplomatic corps?
Mrs. Gramercy If we have to econwill be rendeerd against you.
Indiare
several
that
There
signs
"The diplomatic core," replied the
omize I suppose you'll proceed to give
W. G. Ward, Esq., Las Vegaa,
Chas.
a
health
The
red
cate
Husband
Some
of
comb,
bright
good
my friend
man who takes a pun seriously, "Is
up the motor car?
N. M., Attorney for Plaintiff.
for food, and a say I'm generous to a faulL
readiness
activity,
Is
not.
I
should
the
nation
We'll
what
weaker
say
permitted
Gramercy
The Wife Yes, and especially youl
LORENZO DELGADO,
have to do It in some way that our to receive after the stronger one gets glossy and smooth appearance of the
own.
leathers.
Clerk.
through eating the apple."
neighbors can't see. Puck.
1

.

1fZ.

Drouth of 1t11 fMirred Up Interest
Among Farmer on Problem of
Moisture Conservation.

long-heade-

of

......

'

'

clay-eater-

HOW MOUNTAINS WERE NAMED
Interesting to Trace Derivation
the Famous Ranges of Thia

--
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Tbe great drouth of 111 caused a
crop shrinkage of hundreds of millions of bushels. But It wrought a
benefit that cannot be calculated. It
stirred up an Interest in deep tilling,
and the conaervatlon of moisture that
will spread until every farmer know
how to protect his crops against the
dryest season You hear deep tillage
discussed at the farming congresses,
says the Farm. Stock and Home. You
read about It In every leading farm
paper. It Is the talk at the Institute
and granges. It will not be many years
nutll we are getting out of our poor
soil all that It Is capable of producing
and that. too. without "soli mining"
or "soil robbing.'
The Introduction of deep tillage
"Rockefeller must be a great betools Is another reason for the wideliever In reciprocity."
spread determination to go deeper
"Why soT"
into the soil, at this time. Heretofore
"Why, whenever be gives away a
It has been exceedingly difficult for
million or so he advances the price
tbe farmer to till as deeply as recommended with the ordinary plows at his of oil."
command. Hut such tools have proved
that they not only till soil deeply but
that they make a pulverized seed bed HOPE FOR THE "SMOKY CITY"
all In one operation. The seed bed
prepared by such tools Is thus an ample reservoir to hold the early spring
rains. It will absorb three times as
much moisture as a shallow tilled
field. The farther down the moisture
The
goes the less the evaporation.
farther down the soil Is pulverized the
roots will go, thus getting all the
drink they need even when no rain
falls. We have plenty of moisture
now. Heavy rains everywhere. W
will have oceans of water all winter
and next spring. It may make thought
less people tired to think about water
now but
farmer
the
CITY OF BEAUTIFUL SMOKE knows that he will need water just as
much next July and August as he did
In 1911 and he
to
will prepare
Effects
That
Really Picturesque
May save It.
Be Witnessed from Pittsburg'
Hills.
PLAN
FOR SAVING
RAINFALL
Robert Haven Schauftler, writing in
Al E. Ghenny
Yes, sir, we'll hav
the Metropolitan, says: "I never come Plow the Field as Soon as
Crop Has some of the
within range of the unique spell of
biggest sky scrapers In
Been Harvested and Follow This
the country before loag
modern Pittsburg without wishing that
Up With Drag.
I might personally conduct thither the
Parke Rowe You need them. ItH
sage who so mendaciously declared
Moisture conservation Is not a sure give you a chance to see the sun whan
that there Is nothing new under the cure for crop failure. Every farmer, tt shines!
sun. For Pittsburg Is something new. though, knows what three
or four
"From any of the city's 100 hills inches of additional rain during a dry
HOW HE KNEW.
one can enjoy more varieties of smoke season will do, and when it Is realized
In an hour than there are kinds of that It is possible and feasible to conclouds in a month. These range all serve moisture to that extent It begins
the way from fairy shavings of Ice to look as though the saving of moisand curls of driven snow, through ture from one year to another would
geological strata of pure cream, mis- help some in oase of short rainfall.
chievous, evanescent ringlets of bluish Three or four Inches of rain carried
white, smudges faintly tinged with over from one season to the next
olive, aerial bushes of delicate rose, means three or four hundred tons of
trees of orange and rusty red, through water an acre In the subsoil water
100 tones of gray, from the most
enough to carry a growing crop
A French savant, Dr.

suf-fra- g

ADVANTAGE

a

r

606)4 Grand Avenue.

oidnc:

FRATERNAL

NO.
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at

o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welcome. B. El Gearing,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
Arrive
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

LOCAL

S

705

Sixth Street

TINE CARD

EA8T BOUND

No. 2..
9:10 p. m.
.
No.
4.
.11:06
p m
E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
No. 8.. . 1:16 a. m
I. O. of B
B. Meet
every first
No. 10.. . 1:46 p. m
month in

the vestry
Tuesday of the
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
invited
Isaac Appel, No.
oord?:.lly
No.
Charles
President;
Greenclay, SecNo.
retary.
No.

I. O. O.

F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their haU on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially Invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
I.

Meets second at
fourth Tuesday evening of
Visit!
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited.
Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

G--

Bepar
9:15 p. ra
11:10 p. rv
m
1:25
2:10 p. n

a

WE8T BOUND
1

3
7
9

You will
you rind a
and colds
Remedy.
it oures.

1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m
6:36 p. m

1:46
6:16
4:60
7:00

p. sr.
p. m

p. t
p. n

look a good while before

better medicine for coughs

than Chamberlain's Cough
It not only gives relief
Try it when you have a
cough or cold, and you are certain
to be pleased with the prompt cure
which it will effect. For sale by all
dealers.
"My little son had a very severe
1
cold.
was recommended to try
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
and
before a small bottle was finished he
was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.

Silks, 29 Dowling Street, Sydney,
Australia. This remedy is for sale
by all dealers.

1

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice

Lost

PHONE MAIN 227

n

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom among at
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moat.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of youf property unless it were advertised here.
of those who

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want

(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

MONDAY, APRIL

1,

sevc

1912.

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.

1

The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS;

The Optic Can Furnish Them,

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery; ix

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A
PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr, Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, ij? Jt

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X X

3
3

liiUliiiiiUiiiiiiiliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiliiiiK

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIM 2.

77
EIGHT

f

lA8
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"Tbe Temple of Fame,"
opera house, April 12.

LOCAL NEWS

START THE MONTH RlfiHT

FOR A GREAT DEAL LESS

On Nearly Everything you need for

You

the Table

Are in Doubt,

Call and we can Easily Convince you.

The Cash Grocer

J

TURKEYS
FOR EASTER
HOflE GROWN
LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER
EARLY

STEARNS

H.

Remarkable vitality Is being shown
Mrs. Albertina Lesperance, who.
although 95 years of age, is reported
to be recovering from the effects of
a painful accident, in which she suf
fered the fracture of both limbs and
one arm. Mrs. Lesperance resides in
the country 14 miles .northeast of
The Y. M. C. A. has secured the Wasron Mound. She has relatives in
two tennis courts on the corner of Las
Vegas.
Fourth street and tyain avenue and
is having them put in condition for
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
the summer season. It is expected of the New Mexico Normal Univerthat they will be ready for playing by sity, will spend his vacation making
thf. ci d of the week.
speeches. Thursday night he will
address the Bernalillo County MediThe funeral of J. J. Curren of Chi- cal society In Albuquerque. Saturday
cago, who died Friday morning at St. night he will speak in Raton and early next week he will make an address
Anthony's sanitarium, occurred
afternoon from the chapel ill at Clmarron.
the Las Vegas Undertaking company
I desire to announce to the people
Interment was In the Masonic cemeof
Las Vegas and vicinity that I have
The
services were held by the
tery.
Las Vegas Lodge of Masons. The pall engaged in the fire insurance business. Business entrusted to me will
bearers were: Dr. Flint, James
W. J. Davis, William Hart, M. have prompt attention. I will also handle rentals and real estate. A liberal
B. McPhate and E. L. Blehl.
patronage will be appreciated. Office
will be with the Mills AbSeat reservations for the concert of at present
stract
Co., West Bridge street, Las
the glee club of the Crinnell College
N. M. Telephone 379.
for Girls, to be given Friday night at Vegas,
H. S. VAN PETTEN.
the Duncan opera housee, will be
opened to Santa Fe employes tomorThe Ladies Altar Society of the
row at 12:30 o'clock. Contrary to pre
Church of the Immaculate Conception
vious announcements regarding the will meet tomorrow afternoon at the
price of seats, 10 cents will be home of Mm Koebel on Fifth street.
charged for all reserved seats in the . All members are requested to be
house and five cents for unreserved present and attention is called it th,'
seats in the gallery of the theater. fact that the meeting is to be heM
Reservation for the general public on Tuesday instead of Wednesday,
will open Friday morning.
the usual day.
The Meadow City Dancing club will
give a dance tomorrow night in the
O. R. C. hall. The dance was planned
for Thursday night but as this is
Holy Thursday the date was changed
to Tuesday.

IKE DAVIS

J.

GROCER

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Kaynolds Vice President
Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

Rut-ledg-

Claude Hadrick died yesterday at
the Las Vegas hospital after a long
illness. Mr. Hadrick came to Las
Vegas 13 months ago from Kansas
for his health and has been a patient
at the hospital during that time. He
was 42 years of age, and is survived
by a sister, Mrs O. Hermanson, who
lives in Kansas City, Kan. The body
will lie in the undertaking establish
ment of J. C. Johnsen & Company un
til word is received from Mrs. Her
manson.

From a Strictly
Sanitary Point

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Profits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

mmHMMMMMWH
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No Experiment-t- he

i
I

Years of Study! and Experience is

T

X

embodied

in Chase

&

you will do well to send your
family washing to us. Consider these reasons:
First. We launder your
clothes in clean, sanitary sur-

roundings.

Second We launder them
by a process that is scientifically perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
your clothes.
Third. You know when
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays none of
these affe it.
Fifth. It costs you little
.

moreH
ll"

'IF"U

tyvs

;' "

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

result of Forty

Sanborn's

by

y

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Capital,'. $100,000 Surplus, andIUndividjh

bouroon

FOR THE CITY

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

Yesterday morning at about 11
o'clock, a fire which resulted from a
defective flue between the apartments
of George Hunker and Fred Reuther
in Job flats, slightly damaged
the
porches In the rear of the building.
The East side department and several of the firemen from the E. Romero company (turned out and the blaze
was soon extinguished. The partition between the two porches, which
are two stories high, was burned and
parts of the structures were scorch

Our New Spring
ing

Easter Lilies
Oallas
Tulips

Narcissus
Hyacinths
Cyclamen

Fresh Seeds All Kinds Just In

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
WANTED
Board in private family,
within walking distance of 900

block on Fourth street.
FOR RENT Desirable front bedroom
wlijj all modern conveniences,
housekeeping privileges if desired.
Call 1022 Fourth street.
FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.

First ward J. K. Martin's carpen
ter shoip, Seventh, between Douglas
and Lincoln; judges, J. Kenestrick
George E. Morrison and R. B. Rice;
clerks, J. E. McGuire and John Fried
enstine.
Second ward City hall; judges, H.
H. Closson, W. M. Smith and Filo- meno Gonzales; clerks, C. N. Douglas and Dr. J. D. Hess.
ward Carnegie
Third
library;
judges, Juan Ortega, Peter Murphy
and J. W. Jones; clerks, James S.
Duncan, Jr., and Nelson Robbins.
Fourth ward House at Seventh
and Main: judges, W. A. Givens, J.
O. Woods and A. Strauss; clerkf P.
J. Emenaker and Napoleon Fontaine.
FRANK

SCHMIDT

has arrived.
If you wish to know

t

h e

seasons approved
ideas in style, fabric and
color See the finest examples of American tai
loring as evidenced in
serviceable, ready to
wear garments Come in
and see our new Spring
Models. We price them
from $12 to $25 and
every Suit is backed by
us as well as by the manufacturers.
The . label
of Hart S( ha f flier i Marx
is sufficient in itself to
guarantee
Copyright Han Schaffbcr & Mars

WE INVITE YOU TO CALL

DEAD.

Frank Schmidt died yesterday
afternoon at 3:30 o'clock at his
712
Mr.
Seventh street.
home,
Schmidt has been in poor health for
some time. His death came suddenly, while his wife was away from
home. Mr. Schmidt was 33 years of
age, and was a native of New Jersey, having come to Las Vegas four
years ago from Weehawkee for the
benefit of his health He is survived by a wife, Mrs. Christine Coleman Schmidt, to whom he was married on November 26, 1902, a child
Otilia, 8 years of age, and a sister,
Mrs. Joseph Kumy of Weehawkee,
N. J. The body will be prepared for
burial by the Las Vegas Undertaking
company and will lie in the chapel
until word is received from Mr.
Schmidt's sister. In all probability
the body will be sent to Weehawkee
for burial.

M. GREENBERGER

THE

COURT HOUSE

TONIGHT

GIVE VOTWILL
REPUBLICANS
ERS SOME INTERESTING
INFORMATION
A mass meeting of the residents
of the four wards of the town of Las
Vegas will be held this evening in the

Big Fight is on Between

the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to

the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising
Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Call On Us For Your
a
Spring LItilities
5

We Can Supply Your Wants in

GARDEN HOSE, NOZZLES

SPRINKLERS, Etc
GARDEN TOOLS
FORKS, RAKES, HOES, Etc. AT LOWEST PRICES
..

J.

C

Johnsen

&

We offer you bargains on the

Fynelyte
Daisy Lee 75c
65c
Excelo
7

6

55c
45c
40c
!35c

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

7Bo

B5o

HOUF

Graduate Oculist
AND

Optician
Work is Guaranteed
My Prices Reasonable.

My

OFFICE 506 GRAND AVENUE.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WAGONS

50c

WEBER

30o
25o

EMERSON
McCORMICK

4Bo
3Bo

AT

Cull

Splreas

PERRY ONION & SON

DR.

Famous LEE BROS. Brooms

No. 25

Begonias

Son

see

BROOMS

No.
No.

Roses
Carnations
Sweet Peas
Daisies

J

MASS MEETING AT THE

Thrifty

L,ne of

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLE

SADDLES

HARNESS

SEEDS

BOUCHER'S

PRIMROSES
507 Siltb Street

lows:

fhaoe Ve- t-

121
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Cloth-

Special Sale

Your Easter Order Should
be Given now For

CO. STORE.

The polling places for tomorrow's
election and the judges and clerks
who will preside in each are as fol-

court house. The West side republi
cans will have charge of the meetin?
and everybody is invited to be present. Some facts regarding the comed.
ing election will be stated for the information of the voters. There will
CUTLER BROTHERS.
be speeches by leading republicans
Fire Insurance.
and the republican candidates for
municipal offices. The meeting will
Robert Miller was arrested
last be of interest to all residents of the
night by Night Officer Ed Ward on West side and preparations are be
itlhe charge of stealing articles
a large
of ing made to accommodate
clothing from the room of R. W. crowd.
Lynch in the Closson
house, 408
Grand avenue. Mr. Lynches room
Brotherhood will
The Fraternal
was entered and robbed Saturday
hold its regular meeting tonight in
night and Mr. Lynch furnished the the O. R. C. hall. Following the
ipolice with a description of the man
lodge meeting "hot eatings" will be
whom he suspected of being guilty. served. All members of the Frater
Officer Ward made the arrest of Mi- nal Brotherhood are urged to be
ller In the north end of town. When
arrested Miller was wearing some of
the stolen clothing. This morning
when arraigned before Jldge D. R.
Murray, he pleaded guilty to a part
of the charge and was bound to
The Last Week of
the grand jury under $500 bond. Thft
articles which Miller Is charged with
stealing are one suit, one safety
razor, one pair of shoes, two neckties,
-ONand one coat.

Seal Brand Coffee you can get it only

at THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

uo iou wftfH a
Suit tor Easter?

ELECTION
FOR THE VOTERS
INFORMATION
WHO WILL CAST BALLOTS
TOMORROW

i

:

PLACES

lt

OR MORE

20 PER CENT

T?lor

800 PAIRS
The Friendship club will meet to
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock American Lady $3.00, 13.50 and S4.0Q
with Mrs. O. W. Hereford at her Oxfords, Pump and Sandals, A, B.
and C widths, all sizes and styles, all
home, 717 Fifth street.
go at one-haprice for two weeks
only.
The Ladles' Guild of St. Paul s Me
ROMERO MERC. CO
mortal Episcopal church will meet tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. Gibson
A marl rage license was issued this
at her home, 71 S Seventh street.
morning at the court house o Fran
The regular monthly meeting of cisquita Bsqulbel, aged 19 and Juan
the board of directors of the Las Veg Martinez, aged 24. Both are real
as hospital will be held tomorrow af dents of Roclada and evidently are
regarding "April
ternoon at 2:30 ai the hospital. A not superstitious
Fool."
attendance
is
desired.
large

And You Will Buy Them

10 TO

a ram of Old

POLLING

at the Opera Bar.
:
White Kitchen. Get jroer dinner at
Finch Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the White Kitchen. The clean place.
Meals 25 cents. Open day and night In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of couree.
Short order cafe.

Buy Your Groceries For Cash

WE SAVE YOU FROM

fry a

1

Duncan

THE PLAZA

X

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

JiH

I

